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! prisoners to stand up, and addressed pleaded not guilty, and for trial thereof that if any memoranda had been made at sizes. They were all over the floor, but
i them. You are now to take your trial on nave put themselves upon the country the time, he might use it to refresh hisi most of them were near the stove, some
I an indictment I have read to you, etc. which you are. Yrou have sworn to well memory. The notes were produced and distance from the body. The chips near
I Empanelling the jury than began. The and truly try, and true deliverance make the witness continued.
the man’s face, were fine ones. A person
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• " YTou swear you will make true answers the bar. If you find the prisoners at the right eye. It was 1 1-4 inches long and[ receive such bruises as was found on the
Richmond,
M ai ne.
. to such interrogatories as shall be pro- bar guilty, you will say so. If you find
of an inch wide. From outer angle Indian.
; pounded to you by the court or the order them not guilty, you will say so and no 3-4
Abial Libby testified. Am a physician
of the right eye to bridge of the nose,
WALKER <fc THOMPSON,
Publishers. thereof, s<> help you God.”
more. Gentlemen of the Jury, harken to there were cuts, or marks, The upper and surgeon. I reside iu Richmond and
RA Y THOMPSON,
Editor.
The Court propounded generally four your evidence.”
lip was cut through, This cut was an inch have practised medicine 35 years. I was
questions which if a juror did not agree
In opening the Case
long and half an inch wide. About the at the Plummer house at 9 o’clock on the
to, he was told to "step aside.” Other
FOR THE STATE,
lower jaw there were several contusions, morning of the murder. Found a man
wise he was handed over to the lawyers County Attorney Buker said that although well marked, and reaching to the neck. on the floor, dead. He was lying on his
and closely questioned by them and if it was right at the close of a previous On the left side of tbe face was a severe hack when I saw him. His countenance
they didn’t challenge him, he became a murder trial, prosecution for the crime of contusion bleeding profusely. Discovered bore marks indicating blows on the temple
juror. Some men would answer all O. murder was not a common occurrence in small bruises under left eye, and a slight and side of the face. I saw the boot heel
K. and be all ready to start for tbe box this County, and that such prosecution abrasion of the skin on the left side of the compared with the marks on the right
and then be challenged. If a man wanted looked to be an unpleasant task. But, face. These were the only wounds I saw. side of the face. I was not then satisfied
■ to serve on the jury and answered to all when the picture was reversed, and it was The marks were not sufficient to satisfy as to what had caused death. I was pre
questions. "Yes," he might still be re proved that criminals were guilty of the me as to the cause of death, I was at sent and assisted at the autopsy; It was
jected. It was almost as uncertain get crime charged against them, it was a the house again at 9 a. m. The wound performed in the usual way. In taking
Proceedings in Court- ting on as drawing a prize in a lottery. pleasure to see them brought to justice. on the left cheek was then watery, indicat off the skull cap, we were careful not to
These are the questions : ,
Notwithstanding the fact that tbe Grand ing that death had ensued several hours injure tbe membranes. We found ex
Testimony of
Wit
Have you any conscientious scruples Jury had found au indictment, the law previous.
Fresh blood would indicate travasation of blood from the brain ; also
j which would prevent your finding the declared the prisoners innocemt until they recent death. I compared a boot, said to fluid, which we removed. I should s^y
nesses—Appearance
prisoners guilty of murder in the first de were proven guilty. Counsel then defined belong to Hopkins, with the semi-circular that the rupture of blood vessels caused
of the Prisoners—
gree, if the evidence was sufficient to the different degrees of murder, and ex wound on the right side of the head. the man’s death, .and that the rupture was
show their guilt?
Notes, etc., etc.
plained what, according to law, constitut The boot heel conformed perfectly with occasioned by a blow. I did not notice
Have you any bias iu favor of either ed malice. Referring to facts connected the wound. Afterward, I saw on the boot, particularly that the dura mater was de
The trial of Louis E. Hopkins and of the prisoners?
with the murder of Joseph Denney on the spots that looked like blood. I examined tached. The dura mater,—or outer mem
Have you any prejudice against either 13th of last December, he spoke of the them the next day under a microscope, brane,—was very much contused. I do
Lorenzo H. Turner, indicted for the mur
der of Joseph Denney, was begun Mon of them ?
drunkenness of the prisoners on the night and Satisfied myself that they were blood. not think the man could have recieved the
Havtyyou any opinion as to the guilt or in question, of their entering the Plummer Twelve and a half hours after death, I boot heel marks unless he had fallen on a
day morning at the Supreme Judicial
Court at Bath, Artemus Libbey, Justice innocence of either of the prisoners at time house without permission, of their putting performed an autopsy. I removed the boot. It would have been impossible to
presiding.
State Attorney. General of murder?
wood in the stove, and of Hopkins’ pro skull cap and looked at the brain. (Wit become so marked by striking the floor.
You stand impartial between the State fanity, and of their seizing the wife of ness here gave result of autopsy, as pub
Henry B. Cleaves, and County Attorney
Cross examination by Spaulding. The
Frank J. Buker appeared for the State, anti the prisoner aud wiIl promise to try the murdered man and dragging her lished in the Bek of Dec. 21st.) I would room was littered up when I was there.
J. W. Spaulding for Hopkins, and Her the case solely by evidence?
serealteiug to the lounge. He claimed say that, in my opinion, the man came to Dr. Price applied the boot heel to the
Then the clerk administered this oath : that Turner had knocked the Indian down, his death from concussion of the brain scar, and I saw him do it. The marks
bert M. Heath for Turner.
you swear you will well and truly try and that Hopkins had kicked him, and and rupture of the blood vessels by external were from the eye to the nose, and resem
MONDAY MORNING
there was a large attendance at Court, and true deliverance make between the then lavished his squaw, while Turner violence. It is possible—and very proba bled the nails in a boot heel. I saw the
and much interest was manifested when State and the prisoners at the bar, whom had gone up stairs, compelling the other ble—that a kick from a heavy boot would Indian’s face again at 2 p. m. The marks
the prisoners were brought in. Counsel you shall have iu charge, according to inmates of the house to flee for their lives. have done the deed. (Witness here ex were then visible, I think. The marks
Heath, appearing for the respondent, Tur yeour evidence.”
Counsel spoke of one Wm. Lint, who had plained plans, which he had drawn, of the could have been seen by any perssu of
FIFTY JUR0RS
ner, addressed the Court, asking for sep
ordinary observation. (Witness took the
accompanied the prisoners tO the house, Plummer house, to the jury.
arate trials. As the case now stood, the were examined before the requisite num but who was outside when the murder was
Cross Examination by Counsel Heath: boot and showed how, in his opinion, the
prisoners were jointly indicted for a capi ber were chosen : the list standing finally committed. Lint had afterward<seen the —I visited the Plummer house first, at Indian had been struck.)
tal offence. To the best of his judgment, as follows :
Indian on the floor, but without knowing about half past two, a. m. There were
In answer to a question from the Court,
justice demanded a seperate trial for each. Mark L. Percy, Foreman,
that
he was dead. He (Lint) had also two kerosene oil lamps in the room. The witness stated that if a blow had caused
Phipsburg.
Lie did not know how the Court might Horace W. Malcolm,
seen the woman outraged. Turner had dead man was lying on his face, with his a rupture cf the blood vessels, death
Phipsburg.
Frank M. Harnden,
Woolwich.
rule with regard to procedure, but he Charles
told Lint that he knocked the Indian arms extended and his hair flowing about might have resulted in a very few moWest Bowdoin.
J. Maxwell’
thought the same right should be given John Curtis,
Bowdoinham.
down, and Hopkius—speaking as if proud his head. He had on two woolen shirts, ments.
John Pitman,
Topsham.
him to open, and close, and cross examine John
of the act—said : "I kicked him after he pants and draws, a pair of stockings, and
S. Bailey,
Woolwich.
William Lint testified. My name is
William K. Maxwell,
Bowdoinham.
witnesses, as was accorded to counsel for Elisha
was down.” The speaker described the had au old suspender tied around his William Lint,—at this point, HopMaloon,
Bowdoin.
Hopkins.
marks of a boot heel on the Indian’S waist. It was two feet from his head to kin’s counsel requested that Mrs. Denney,
George Berry,
Georgetown.
Aldf n P. Quint,
Topsham.
The Court said it was incumbent on Humphrey
head, aud stated that a boot belonging to the south casing of the kitchen door. the Francis family, S. J. Plummer and
S. Varney,
Bowdoinham.
counsel to show him why justice in a joint
Hopkins, exactly fitted the mark, so far The body was two feet ten inches from David Carter and daughter be withdrawn
THE COURT
trial could not be done to each. I as
substantiating Lint’s story. Counsel said the porch door, and was nearly parallel from the court room during Lint’s testi
sume the theory of the State is that these instructed the jury that in this very grave that in the course of the trial, doubts with south wall of kitchen. The hips mony. The Court directed an officer to
prisoners were acting together, unlawful case they were not to talk with any one might be raised as to the legalty of the were elevated, and rested on two ash butts. conduct them to another room. This was
combination, and if they should be ti ied iu regard to the case ; tliat any corres marriage of Denney and his squaw. The One stick was 6 1-2 inches, and the other done and the witness resumed,—I
together, I don’t see how justice would pondence that they might have in regard Indian custom of mating, Ilowever, dif less than 6 inches in diameter. They laid live on the river road, three miles from
suffer. He should permit counsel fur each to it should be submited to the court; that fered from our own. Denney’s defence of five inches apart. One was eight feet, the village. On the night of the murder,
to cross examine aud open and close in they should not talk among themselves iu the woman was sufficient to show that he two inches, and the other seven feet seven I walked to the fillage with Hopkins.
behalf of his client.
relation to the case until it was finally loved her and regarded her honor ; and in inches, long. The one nearest the man’s We left home ju$d; before dark. I went
Col. Spaulding addressed the Court on submitted to them, and it was neceSsary attempting to save her from her brutal head was the longest. The man’s nose into the Lake block with Hopkins, and
this point. He feared his brother Heath they should be kept together. They were assailants, the Indian had died a death and forebear! touched the floor. His tem when we came out, we met Turner. We
might differ from him in the composition placed in charge of Deputy Sheriff Leon that any man might be proud of. Coun ples might possibly have touched the floor. all three went into a saloon near by, and
wf the jury. He should have to be gov ard.
sel closed by exhibiting and explaining to Cannot say ja~t what part of the face was afterwards we visited another saloon on
erned by the best judgement whether it
The empanelling of the jury was com the jury a plan of the Plummer house and in contact with the floor. I saw the Front street. We were drinking together
coincided with Counsel Heath or not. In pleted at about 11 :4O. County Attorney premises, and by alluding briefly to the wounds when I turned the body. The all the evening. We left the village at
the case of a contingency of that kind Buker having asked to be excused from promptness of the sheriff and his posse in man might have weighed 150 pounds. He about 10 c’clock. When we got to Plum
arising, what is to be done ? I should opening tile case before afternoon, the arresting the murderers.
was of good physique, but not robust. mer’s we all went in. I don’t know who
certainly feel my client was not receiving Court adjourned.
At the conclusion of the County Attorn He was perhaps, five feet seven inches in proposed going in. We went in at the
the rights granted him by the State.
ey’s remarks, Hopkins’ counsel stated that height. There was blood on the floor. South door. Turner didn’t go in first,
THE AFTERNOON SESSION
A decision by a Massachus°tts court
before the testimony for the prosecution Can’t, say how much. The blood from for he was hitching his horse. We enter
was attended by so many spectators, that was given, he desired to have the inmates the wound on the left cheek made a spot ed the kitchen, and there I saw Plum
was quoted on this point.
Attorney General Cleaves did not con it was necessary to stretch a rope across of the Plummer house removed from the as bigas the bottom of an ordinary sau mer, and Joe Francis. There may have
sider any legal valid objection had been the aisle by the criminal dock, to keep court room.
cer. The tongue protruded slightly, been others in the room, but I can’t say.
raised against a joint trial ; counsel was the crowd back.
The Attorney General said that if such indicating pressure upon the brain. It I talked with Plummer in his bed room,
THE PRISONERS,
not entitled to particular men. If brother
a rule was enforced, he must insist upon would not necessarily indicate sudden and then went out door, and sat on the
Spaulding desires one juror and brother when brought into Court, attracted a great having the respondent’s witnesses excluded death. A watery fluid at the nose indicat banking. Hopkins and Turner were talking
Heath does not, the legality of the trial is deal of attention. As they are well also.
ed general relaxation of the stomach. the in kitchen. I can’t say where Francis
not effected. An opinion by Chief Justice known to a majority of our readers, we
The counsel fur defence had no objection The skull was unbroken and there was no was at the time. I stayed out in the air
Chapman, 90th Massachusetts Report, need not describe their appearance further to such a proceeding.
fracture of the facial bones. I obtained a while, and then went into the house. I
page 440, Commonwealth vs. James than by saying that, on this occasion,
The court thought that the case had not the boot from Sheriff Hodges. I got as saw the old Indian lying across the poles
quoted.
they were neatly dressed, and looked reached a stage when such action was at much blood off the boot as could be taken on the floor. He was on his face. Hop
“The general rule isthat persons jointly indicted remarkably well.
Their sober counte all necessary ; when it did, the matter up on the point of a small knife blade. kius, and Turner, and Plummer were
be tried together, lt is conceded that the court
The blood was examined under a micro there. I saw the old woman on the
may in its discretion order separate trials. This nances, and the close attention which they would receive attention.
should not be done unless it appears that one or
lounge. I was sick and went into the
scope of 1,500 micrometers.
paid
to
the
testimony
of
witnesses,
be

more of the defendants may oe prejudiced by a
THE WITNESSES FOR THE STATE,
joint trial. The fact that it may effect their right tokened that they realized the enormity
bed room, and got on the bed. I stayed
Here
followed
a
lenghty
examination
as
of challenge is not a sufficient reason for changof their offence, and that they were keenly seventeen in number, were sworn ; after to the manner in which the tests had been there till my companions called for me to
ing the trials.”
which, C. W. Price, in answer to interro
go away with them. Turner struck the
The Court said under the reasOn of alive to tbe dangers of their situation.
gatories
propounded by the County Attor made. In the midst of the questioning, bedroom door, and broke a panel with his
But while no thoughtful person could
counsel it would be dilficult to see how
the
Court
ordered
an
intermission.
After
ney. responded, in substance, as folIovvs :
fist, while I was there. He said he was
conspirators could be tried, and in a joint look upon the prisoners without pitying
Am a physician and surgeon, and reside a ten minutes’ rest, witness resumed.
going up stairs to see Carter’s girl. He
trial though, all their legal rights would the sad condition to which they had been iu Richmond. Have practiced medicine
My first method of testing the blood
be secured to them, each had the privilege brought by their own excesses.the sympa ten years. Am well'acquainted in Rich was to take it from the boot, and put it on was gone a few minutes and then came
Then he and Hopkins said;
of twenty-two peremptory challenges. thizing glances of the spectators were mond, knew the Plummer house well. a Slide under the microscope. Blood is back.
" Come, we must be off.’’ I told them T
The fact that one eha'lennes a juror the directed chiefly to
(Witness describes location and premises.) frequently detected in that manner. was going to stay there al) night; but
Other desires to have does not deprive
THE FATHER OF HOPKINS,
Was there on the 13th of December, at Witness then related several other tests finally I went with them. As we went
him of any legal rights. I think I wiIl
half-past two o’clock, a. m. Found the which he had made, and which had con
overrule the motion and the ease may who occupied a seat inside the bar. It body of a man on the floor. Sheriff vinced him that the substance found on out, I saw the man on the floor. I did
not notice any one else in the room just
was a sad sight to see this aged man.
proceed.
Hodges, Plummer, Mrs. Francis, and I the boot was blood. Several questions then. Turner said he had struck the naan,
bowed,
down
with,
grief
and
trouble.
yet
Counsel for Turner asked that he
constable Morans were there at the relating to tbe autopsy having been and Hopkins said he had kicked him. I
might have the prisoner sit by his side doing all that paternal feeling could sug think,
time.
Made a superficial examination of answered. Counsel Heath closed his ex don’t remember that they swore about it.
during the trial ; was willing an officer gest.or limited means accom pl$sh. to save the body.
The man was lying on his amination, and Hopkins’ counsel asked This was before we left the house. Whiie
an
erring
son
from
the
consequences
of
a
shOtlld sit oeside him. It would be diffi
face,
with
his
legs over two ash butts. I the w’itness what the general condition of I was in the bed room, I saw Turner on
cult for him to try the case otherwise and shameful crime.
turned
him
on
his back, and found no the Plummer house was at the time of his the lounge with the old woman. Hopkins
he strenuously should ask it.
THE OPENING OF THE COURT
action
of
the
heart
man was dead. visit.
was standing somewhere in the kitchen, I
The Court reserved its decision on this was followed by the reading Of the indict There wete bruises—ontheboth
ylns.—It was dirty.
sides of his
believe.
point.
ment by the Clerk, J. M. Hayes, who
Q.—Was the floor covered with
At this point the witness concluded,
Clerk of Court Hayes, then requested afterward continued: "Gentlemen of the face. I examined the general condition of chips, blts of bark, etc. ?
the body, but cannot describe the wounds
and the Court adjourned until Tuesday
The above account, up to Monday noon, is Jury, the prisoners at the bar, upon their accurately from memory.
Ans.—It was.
morning.
t iken from the excellent report furnished for the i
arraignment on this indictment, bare
Re-direct-.—The chips were of all
The Court here informed the witness
Ji'ith Topes, by Nelson B. Ham.—[Ed.
(Continued on First Page of Supplement)
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to come and see them, so I went to the
house.
CHARLES D. NEWELL.

Live in Richmond. Am engaged in
Col. Spaulding’s olfi.ee. Called with Mr.
Cunningham, rm Mr. Plummer, last week.
He talked freely. Said old lady didn’t re
sist when she came out of room. Said
he saw no kicking done ; could have seen
it, if there had been any.
Cross examined by Cleaves:—Asked
him it she resisted, and he said she didn’t
hang back. Mr. Cunningham put the
questions and I noted them. First ques
tion was—“ What time d:d boys get
there?” He answered, “10 o’clock.”
Said he didn’t see Hopkins kick him, nor
Turner strike him. Said he saw some
one hit old man a clip ; didn’t know who
it was
(Mr. Newell’s notes were offered as
testimony. Counsel examined them.)
ISAAC L. SPAULDING.

I had charge of prisoners while they
were in lockup. Had frequent conversa
tion with them. Hopkins told me that he
went into room, and old woman was on
lounge, half-naked. She said she wanted
money I asked him if he touched her,
and he said, No Court adjourned.
THURSDAY {HORNING.

At the opening of court yesterday
morning, two questions as to admission
of evidence were decided by the Judge as
follows :
First; Testimony as to the character
of Plummer’s house, the court ruled
would be inadmissible.
Second: The testimony of the elder
Hopkins was admitted, as tending to
weaken the force of Lint’s evidence, and
for no other purpose.
Lewis Hopkins, Senior, called by
Spaulding, testified that Wm. Lint had
told him that his son (Lewis E. Hopkins)
had not been concerned in the murder.
Wm. Lint, called by County Attorney,
testified that he had taIked with Mr.
Hopkins on the subject, and had told the
latter that he had not seen his son do any
thing of the kind.
At this point the evidence closed, and
Counsel Spaulding began an argument in
behalf of Hopkins.
Mr. Spaulding stated that he had
arranged with Turner’s Counsel, so that
each might present whatever matter
they desired to call attention to in their
arguments. That the duties of counsel
in a trial of this kind were not pleasant or
agreeable, went without the saying. It
was unpleasant to present such facts as
had been produced during this trial, aud
he did not understand exactly what the
prosecuting attorney meant by stating, in
his opening remarks, that in one view of
the case, his duty was a pleasure. In this
case, the issue at stake was too great,
and the evidence of too disgusting a char
acter to afford the defence pleasure under
any view or circumstances. Although
the Jury had heard the different degrees
of murder defined in two instances already,
it still seemed proper that he should again
call their attention to the crime. Murder
was the unlawful killing of a human be
ing with malice aforethought. (Counsel
here defined different degrees of murder.)
Now, in this case, he did not think
GoVermnent intended to prove that ex
press malice had been shown. Turner
having a revoh’er in his possession, and
Hopkins’ declaration that he would make it
hot in the Plummer house, were tbe only
two things tending to show express malice,
and these were too trifling to merit serious
consideration. If they couldn’t show
express malice, they would attempt to
prove a rape; and if they could show
both facts, it would prove that murder in
the first degree, had been committed.
To prove murder in the first degree,
the State must shew that killing had been
intentional, and without provocation.
(This point was questioned by the Court,
counsel appearing to submit to the objectlon.)
Counsel proceeded. Killing, done un
der such circumstances, in connection
with an independent act of rape, would
not, if the killing was manslaughter, be
raised to murder in the first degree. It
State failed to show murder in first decree,
it was their privilege to prove it in the
second degree. To do this, they, must
prove malice m murder, in connection
with the crime of rape. They must con
vince the jury that it was adeIiberate and
cruel act, such as would indicate a wicked
heart, and a disregard for the lives of
others.
If they showed that the killing vvas in
tentional, then they would prove murder
in the second degree. Although drunken
ness is no excuse for crime, the courts say
that in considering degrees of offence, al
lowance may bc made for intoxication.
When an assault has been made with no
deadly weapon, thc jury has a right to

regard the matter of intoxication, as bear Mrs. Pollis had been heard. How easy Recollections of a Naval Officer,
Bee’s Wbacks.
Wm. Harrvar Parker
ing upon the degree of the crime commit it is to be mistaken in a time of excite The Jones Family,
J. G. Holland
A large quantity of'blood and hair, found
ted.
ment. How swift are we to convict when Wildcat Tower,
G. Christopher Davis
James Baldwin on a street corner in Biddeford, would indi
The Story of Roland,
Next, the State had a right to claim public opinion demands it.
Mark Twain cate that a man and his wife had been hold
manslaughter, which meant killing with
At that time,the officers were ready and Life on the Mississppi
Mustang,
out malice, express or implied. Counsel anxious to find marks to compare with the On a Mex'can Alex.
E. Sweet and J. Armory Knox ing a conversation in that locality.
presumed that the State would instst up boot. The Doctors say that a blow on the A Visit to Ceylon
Ernst Haeckel
A railroad Yroung Mens’ Christian Asso
on a conviction for manslaughter, at least. skull caused death. They say death must The Golden Chersonese,
•
Isabella L. Bird (Mrs Bishop; ciation is the latest thing from the West.—
Now, in view of the evidence submitted, have been immediate. [Court denied t his. J From Ponkapog to l’esth, Thomas Bally Aldrich Exchange.
he claimed a complete Verdict of acquital. Counsel said it was his recollection, but at Dolliver Romance, Fanshawe and Septimus
Thc organization is doubtless intended to
Felton,
Nathaniel Hawthorne
One question of law was, that in order to any rate Dr. Price said death must have
catch fust young men.
Sketches
by
Boz,
—
Hard
Times,
claim any verdict against either or both been immediate, and no witness had con
Charles Dickens
We want a good local correspondent at
prisoners, it would be necessary to show tradicted it. All say that position of Ernest Maltravers,
Edward Bulwer Lytton Latnoine.—Bar Harbor Herald.
them actuated by a common purpose, or body was unchanged, and everything The Chainbearer,
J. Fenimore Cooper
Yes ; and as soon as you get one, you’ll be
J. Fenimore Cooper
design. If, by what they actuaIly did, a showed that, body laid just as it. struck the The Crater,
The
Headsman,
J.
Fenimoe
Cooper
heading
his weekly screed, “ Lies from Lacommon agreement was shown, - it would floor. Upon this testimony there is no
the Gates,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps moine.’’
certainly convict them. If the prisoners conflict, except the statement of widow Beyond
Doctor Dick,
Kate Tannatt Woods
were guilty of design, either would be Pollis. She had once made a statement to Godfrey Morgan,
The latest curiosity was a man shoveling
Jules Verne
guilty of whateVer crime the other might Samuel Lancaster, that her husband’s Among the Lakes,
WtIliam O. Stoddard snow with a rake.— Cowner Gazette.
Harry Castlemon
commit.
Such a rakish performance shouId have
throat was cut from ear to ear. She didn’t Don Gordon’s Shooting Box
Harry Castlemon
What was this cause? How had it say she had been outraged. Afterward, George in Camp,
been stopped by the police.
George at the Fort,
Harry Castlemon
been presented, and what was its general she substituted rape for murder ; and upon Kathie’s Three Wishes,
Amanda M. Douglas
A correspondent writes, “ it is said that
aspect? The County Attorney had called such eeidence, the State intended to show Kathie’s Aunt Ruth,
Amanda M. Douglass birdS—at least sparrows—beIieve in hanging,
it ‘‘ brutal,” yet the evidence had not why a man should be. convicted of a capital The Hoosier School Boy,
Edward Eggleston and that they actually practice it on their
Keenie’s To-Morrow,
Jennie M. D. Conklin fellows.”—Rockland Free Press.
shown it to be so. Lint’s testimony offence.
the Wilds,
George Manville Fenn
came far short of proving that Turner
The prisoners’ reputations were 'good Off toCruise
That is to say, they hang on to their fel
of the Snow Bird,
Gordon Stables
had struck the Indian, or that Hopkins as we have been allowed to show. But The
The Boys of the Sierras,
WalterMontgomery lows, just as girls do.
had kicked him. It would not be, denied they say blood was found upon Hopkins’ The Golden Island, v
Charles E, Pearce
A young man of the name of Littlefield
that death had occurred by violence ; but left boot. It was taken from toe of boot. In Peril of his Life,
EmiIe Gaboriau dug 95 snakes from under a stone on ThadGeorge Elliot deus Littlefield’s farm in Wells a few days
the violence had been done either by Hop If death came from heel blow, wouldn’t Mr. Gilfil’s Love Story,
kins, Turner, Plummer, Lint or the blood be found on heel? If it was blood, A Queen Amongst women.
ago. The bunch included all sorts known to
By the Cate of the Sea,
David Christe Murray
widow Pollis. While all these individuals it came from the pool of blnod near the The
this part of Maine.—Exchange.
Land Leaguers,
Anthony Trollope
were open to suspicion, the prisoners, at door, in which the Doctor says was a Camille
That’s nothing! Lots of fellows have
Alez Dumas.Jr.
the start, were at a disadvantage ; yet uhe mark ; and Hopkins says he slipped near Vice Versa
F. Anstey found more than a hundred shakes in their
Mrs. Rowsen boots, without considering the exploit worth
other witnesses mentioned, were equally door. These stories agree as to cause of Charlotte Temple,
Old Myddelton’s Money
Mary Cecil Hay
interested in the result of the trial. The blOod on boot.
Hidden Perils, ,
Mary Cecil Hay bragging about.
jury must not forget this fact for a
Then, Hopkins has shown deformity of Noblesse
Leisure Moment Series
Oblige,
A recent case of child whipping in a Portsingle moment. They must look at* the left foot. He would never think of kick In The Olden Time
Leisure Moment Series land school will, it is thought, result in the
five individuals, and think how they ap. ing with that foot. Foot itself showed
abolition of the strap as an instrument of
peared on the stand. How much cnnfi- statement to be true. Wouldn’t any man
correction.—Exchange.
About
eleven
o
’
clock
Saturday
night
dence could be put in them, even if their kick with his well foot? The evidence
A strap may be well enough for mere decthe
village
was
aroused
by
the
ringing
of
interests did not conflict; then, how little show! that marks were made by falling on
orative purposes, but when it comes to
bells
and
cries
of
fire.
Upon
investiga

dependance was tO be placed in them when rubbish cn floor. Suppose Indian’s face
knocking a refractory pupil seven times his
thev were moved by opposite interests ! hadstruck a curled piece ofbasket-stuff ly- tion it was found that the shed and hen
length,
there’s nothing like an old-fashioned
house
connected
with
the
residence
of
How do the three witnesses compare with ingedgewise on floor, wouldn’t it make a
the two prisoners? If the matter of con- curved mark like a boot heel? If my Mr. A. A. Wood, at the ferry, were ferule.
A correspondent writes to ask if we think
yiction was to be determined upon this statement is true, you must find that ablaze. The engines being useless on
alOne, there could be no two minds in the marks couldn’t have come from the boot, account of the intense cold, every one himafooh We wont say that he is quite a
matter.
and if this is so, what connection h'as proceeded to carry water to save the fool, but he comes so near it that he can
Government would not show that there Hopkins with the crime? I submit that house. After a hard fight it was done, make a fool of himself, with less labor than
the paint being hardly scorched, although
was au agreement between the prisoners; there is not one particle of evidence.
he may imagine.
it wasn’t necessary. Counsel called at
But the counsel will agree that the within six feet of the burning buildings.
Mr.
Wood's
loss
is
two
shedsand
contents,
tention to Plummer’s testimony as bear testimony of Plummer, and woman show
Llclus from our Neighbors.
ing upon this question. Plummer, speak that Hopkius had intercourse with the among which were six cords of dry aud
hard
wood,
barrel
of
beans,
box
of
soap.
Richmond Corner.
ing of the old woman’s being led into the old lady. Hopkins denies' this. AI1
kitchen, could only say that he " rather agree that Hopkins left house some time 25 lbs starch, tool chest, bedding, cloth E. A. Dinslow has returned after teaching
thought she was hanging back a little." before the others left. (Question being ing and furniture, amounting in value to a term of school at Fort Pophani or HunneHe couldn’t say whether or not both the raised on this point, Court’s objection was over $250. Insured for $125 in thfc welIs Point.
prisoners had hold of her. Then the sustained by reference to stenographer’s JEtna. Some fellows carried off part of Miss Delia E. Mero has gone to Westboro’.
Mr. Wood’s hens when they Ieft. The Mass., for the winter’s work at the National
witness states that Turner ravished the report.)
perpetrators
of this mean and contemp- Straw works.
woman and Hopkins stood guard. It
In closing, the speaker said—we do not
Ccunty Deputy W. 8. Rogers, of Topsham
seemed that Plummer had made up his want acquittal, unless the State faih to table theft are known, and it would be
was
preaent at the meeting of Enterprise
wise
in
them
to
settle
the
matter
at
once,
mind to so testify as to convict both satisfy the jury, beyond a reasonable
Grange, No. 48, P. of II., in their hall in
or
be
exposed.
The
fire
was
prObably
prisoners, but he wasn’t a man of suf doubt—not any doubt, but a reasonable
incendiary, the location of the outbreak the village, Monday evening Jan. 7th, and
fice nt intelligence.
doubt—such as might be supported by
by request of the officers elect, installed the
and
the circumstances indicating it. Mr. officers
It was a fact well known to every one, evidence. If you are sure that these
for the ensutng year. The deputy
Wood
publishes
a
card
in
another
column.
made Some intere.sting remarks in relation to
that no two truths could conflict. If two men, out of the five who were pres
the meeting of the State Grange in Bangor
Plummer had been stating facts, couldn’t ent, committed the crime, you must con O<1<! Fellows’ Block. Note*.
Dec. After the installation sister Mattie
he have told what happened on tbe night vict. If you hare a reasonable doubt
The contract for finishing the third in
P. Reynolds read a very interesting and spicy
of the murder? The old woman was less against it, you must acquit them.
story and approaches from the front, in paper.
Intelligent than Plummer. She hadn’t
You must apply your whole manhood to the Odd Fellows building luts been award
The next meeting of the Sagadahoc County
known that it would be necessary to have the duty. You cannot, and the law does ed to J. A. Greenleaf of Auburn, who Ponouia Grange will be with Merry meeting
both prisoners come into her room, so she not expect you to forget that you are had charge of the carpenter work.
Grange, in Bowdoinham, the last Wedneesaid that Turner had come in alone. In human beings. The conviction of Hop
It is expected now, that the opening of
her ignorance she told the truth, until the kins will be a very serious matter: it will the Hall will be held Tuesday evening, Peraonal.
counsel for the prosecution reminded her ; be worse than death to the venerabfe fath Feb. 12th. It will consist of a first-class
Samuel Jack and wife have left town cn
then she brought in Hopkius Lo peek in at er aud the bright-eyed little girl. Don’t concert to be followed by a fancy dress route for Florida, where they are to spend
the door.
understand me as asking an acquittal ball. A large number of Patriarchs from the winter.
The old woman had told the truth. through sympathy. I only as'; you to all parts of the state will be present at
Miss Carrie Sturtevant, who has been
Turner alone had went into her room,aud apply’ your whole manhood to the duty of the ball in fulI dress. The concert and visiting relations in town, left Monday morn
had taken her to the couch, Hopkins was deciding this case. That being done, I ball will be followed by a fair—on a Iarge ing for her home in Savannah, Ga., via
not in the room at the time. Going a shall be content with your verdict.
scale, during the remainder of the week, Rockport, Mass.
Miss Cora Harlow waS in Boston for u
step farther, the counsel wouId draw testi
The Conclusion of Trial will be Pub Feb. 13th 14th loth and 16th.
short visit last week.
mony from the opposing witnesses which lished
in an Extra, to be is<*iie<l Saturday. Gleanings.
Mr. Chas. Russell of Boston, is in town
should favor his client. Turner said that
New
Book*.
this week on business.
Eggs are 32 cents per dozen.
Hopkins was out of the room while the
The following is a partial list of the
l)rs. Libby and Price, were at Bath, Mon
Butter brings 30 cents per pound.
most serious events were occuriug, and
new
books placed in the Richmond Li
the statement was confirmed by the* testi
The public schools commenced Monday day, as witnesses for the murder trial.
B. M. Dixon of Lewiston, was in town,
mony of Lint. Il was only contradicted brary, January 12th, 1884.
Jan. 7th.
Wednesday.
whence.
What,
Where,
James
R.
Nichols
by the evidence of Plummer, aud the old
Is it not about time that sliding down
Freedom of Faitli,
Theodore T. Munger
Chas. M insir arrived home Tuesday even
woman. Counsel thought reasons might The
Sermons,
George Putnam Main street was stopped?
We hare ing, from Abbington, Mass., where he has
easily be shown why they wanted to con Sermons Preached in English Churches,
witnessed three or four Very narrow escap been stopping since last April.
[Phillips Brooks
vict the two prisoners.
es from what might have been serious
Mdm. Amy Sherwin, who is known both
The
Oriental
Christ,
P.
C.
Mozoomdar
Now I say that Hopkins is more intel The Pharaohs and their People,
ncrsonalIy and by reputation to most of our
E. Berkley accidents.
ligent than Lint. The evidence plainly Young Folks’ Bible History, Charlotte M. Yonge
Mr. Fr ink Lovell has leased the Rich readers, will he present and assist in the con
shows that Lint knew what he was talk Young Folks’ History of Mexico,
cert.
[Frederick A. Ober mond HOnse and will assume control in
ing about when he told Hopkins’ father
Last Monday evening, about, thirty friends
History oPSwitzerland, Harriet D. S. Meckenzie two or three weeks.
that his son was innocent. Turner’S History of Spain,
of Miss Alice NewelI gave her a pleasant
James II. Harrison
Chas. Jack is selling his stock at re surprise, by calling and congratulating her
story was freely told and was consistent History ot the American Peopie, Arthur Gilman
with other evidence. It would go far in The Outbreak of Rebellion,
John G. Nicolay duced prices, on account of damages re upon attaining het eighteenth birthday.
M. F. Force ceived to gOods by late storm.
On Tuesday, Miss L. A. Foster opened a
supporting the truth of the tale. He From Fort Henry to Corinth,
Alexander S. Webb
(Turner) had kept nothing back, let it The Peninsula,
Parties are hauling ballast for T. J. South school of drawing and painting, at the resi
The Army under Pope,
John Codman Ropes ard’s ship.
dence of Mrs. Gustavus Smith. The class
cut where it would. He had told things The
Antietam and Frederickburg,
numbers seven at present.
The billiard hall was closed this week.
against himself that no other witness had
[Francis Winthrop Palfrey
Accident*.
Chancellorsville ami Gettysburg,
mentioned.
v
After
the
lire.
Saturday
night,
Mr.
and
Doubleday
Eugene Starbird tried to cut two of his
Mrs. Wood kindly make and served hot
First evidence, in order of events, The Army of th.e Cumberland, [Abner
Henry M. Cist
coffee, to those who assisted at the lire. It fingers from his left hand a few days ago,
comes from Pollis, (the Indian woman) The Mississippi,
Francis Vinton Greene
with a chisel. After inflicting a bad wound,
who saw Hopkins strike and kick the The Campaign of Atlanta,
Jocob I). Cox was duly appreciated by all.
he concluded to stop. Like it, Gene?
\y6lrs.
A.
A.
Wood
contracted
a
severe
cold
Tire
Marell
to
the
Sea,
Jacob
D.
Cox
Indian. Upon this rests sole proof cf
Some boys coasting down White street,
at
the
fire,
and
has
been
suffering
from
con

The
Shenandoah
Valley,
George
E.
Pond
Hopkins’ guilt. State itself knew it to The Virginia Campaign of’64 and '65,
gestion of the lungs. She was attended by one evening this week, had a smash-up,
be untrue, aud asked jury to disbelieve
Andrew A. Humphreys Dr. Starbird.
resulting in a severe wound on the hand of
widow Tollis.
Brook Farm to Cedar Mountain,
one of them, and bruises for the rest.
The
High
and
Grammar
schools
begin
at
George II. Gordon
Then she Speaks of kicking. (Boots American l’ocms,
Ed. by Horace E. Scudder 8:30 a. m., thus letting tile pupils out before A Carei of Tlianka.
are here shown.) To prove her Story, American Prose,
Ed. by Horace E. Scudder dark at night.
N/We take this opportunity to extend our
they bring witnesses who applied boot.heel Alice and Phoebe Carey,
Mary Clemmer Ames
The breaking of the belt connecting engine most heartfelt thanks to the Fire Depart
Julia Ward Howe room with main shafting, at the shoe factory, meat, and also to our kind friends and neigh
to marks, which, as Dr. Price says, com Margaret Fuller,
Mathilde Blind on Wednesday, occasioned a loss of some two
pared with remarkable exactness. He George Eliot,
born in so kindly assisting ns in saving our
Young Folks Life of Washington,
F. E. Brown hours time.
applied boot heel under Coroner’s direction. Anthony
home on the night of the 5th inst. We are
Trollope,
An Autobiography
In connection with the Odd Fellows Fair, very grateful to all.
Dr. Libby saw boot heel applied, and it The Real Lord Byron,
John Cordy Jelfieson
Respectfully,
there will be issuqd an advertising sheet of
compared well ; but, when he applied boot .James Nasmyth Autobiography,
Mr. and MltS. A. A. WOOD, and family.
eight pages. There will be from 5000 to
heel to his own head it struck an altogeth
of the Past,
Josiah Quincy 10,000 copies distributed all over the state. Richmond, Jan. Sth ’84.
er different position. Neither gave any Figures
Ignatius Donnelly For all information direct tO II. Gorlitz, box
Ragnarok,
testimony which tended to confirm state Rub and His Friends and Other Papers
12.
Hied,
Joh n Brown—Spare Hours 1
ment of the other in regard to position.
At a meeting of the Stockholders, Munday
lining and Other Papers,
John
Leech,
Marjorie
Fl<
The vigilant officer who arrested the
In Plainfield, N. .1. .Jan., 7th, Mrs. Nellie M. Kid
■Join Brown -Spare Hours 2 evening, the old board of directors were re
prisoners before daylight, differed from English Literature in the l.h Century,
elected. But. one change in the board has der; nged 27 years.
homas
Sergeant
Perry
the Doctors. He and Dr. Price compar
been made of late, Mr. J. A. Proctor having
J. R. Seely
Expansion of England,
Married.
been elected a member.
ed boot heel by a poor light, and at that The
Samuel Butler
Hudibras,
time boot was a mile and a half away. It 'Underground Russia. •
Chandler’s full band has been engaged for Dresden, Dec. 25th, 1883, by Rev. F. D. Handv
Stepniak
was before Hopkins was arrested. Com A Book about Roses,
S. Reynolds Holo the concert. The orchestra of 10 pieces will Mr. James T. White of Dresden, to Miss Muggle
E. Moody ot Moses Brook, Hants Co. N. S.
J. G. Holland furnish music for the ball.
parison had not been made till the story of Miss Gilbert's Career,

Buzzings.

—IT IS A—

CHRISTMAS

Moonlight nights once more.
Thc boys are enjoyiug the fine coast
ing.
Splendid weather for the ice men on '
the Kennebec.
The ice at Hayne.s’ aud Dewitts’, mea
Before Using.
After Using.
sures about twelve inches.
----- o-------- *
It takes about twenty gallons of oysters THE HOUSEHOLD BLOOD PURIFIER
is made from the Pure Oils of Roots and Herbs, and
tO supply the weekly demand iu town.
xs warranted to permanently cure Liver and Kidney
Female Diseases, Biliousness, the Catarrh,
'■'The masons arc skim-cnating the walls Diseases,
Scrofulous Humor, Coughs and Colds. Cures by
For
Every
Dollar’s
and ceilings in the Odd Fellows’ block.
Cleansing- the Blood. Sold all over the Globe.
The Sleighing is fine now*, and we can
. Worth Purchased
accept all invitations to ride. Come on.
The windows of the new depot are very
a Ticket will
CONSISTING
gay.the upper sashes being set with color
ed glass.
be Given,
Tbe local market is quiet this week,
though country produce is coming in at
Photograph Albums, Autograph Albums,
a fa’r rate.
The
First
Taken
out
Plush Toilet Cases, Quarto Bibles, Teachers’ Bibles,
t/ At the Congregational church, Iast
Sunday, ten per&ous were received into
Diaries, Wallets, Fancy Stationery,
of the Hat takes
membership.
Writing Desks, Work Boxes, Work Baskets,
The cold snap is doing some good after
A Valuable Remedy fnr Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
the
Beauty
in the Back, Limbs, Steinach and Bowels’
all, as it is the main stay of its first cousin Pain
Cramps and Colic. For Man or Beust.
the coal snap.
Jan. 21, ’84.
The cold snap is explained by the fact Valuable Life Tonic. Warranted.
that the vane on the Freewill church is
fixed, due North.
Jewel Boxes, Plush and Velvet Frames,
The best walking is found in the mid
For further information Ap
dle of the road, for the sidewalk’s are
Vases, Toilet Sets, Mustache Cups,
ply to
covered with ice.
Wax Dolls, China Dolls, Music Rolls,
V Z. S. Spaulding is spending his vacation
Fancy Perfume,
in Washington. D. C. Remember us to
Before Using.
the President, Zack.
After Using.
Col. J. W. Spaulding, and County CLOTJR BITTERS
------------ DEALER IN-----------Attorney Buker, have been at Bath, Positive Cure for Cancerous and Scrofulous Humors,
Nervousness, weakness, Bdiousness, Liver, Kidney
attending court this week.
and Blood Diseases. Large Bottles, 50 Cents. Sold
SOLID AND ALL^ RINDS OF
Parties having dogs which they wish b.v all dealers.
killed, may be accOtnmodated by applying A trial of Clover Bitter will convince you of SILVER
PLATED
WAREf
its valuable virtures. “Clover Bitters are selling
Fancy Ink Stands, Finer Hair Brushes,
to tbe " devil ” i» this oflice.
wonderfully. Those who have use it have been
greatly
benefited
and
are
recommending
them
WATCHES
AND
JEWELRY.
Elegant Line of Wallets and Bags.
W. F. Morgau. of Morgan aud Dore, to then- friends. They seem to be the leading
and W. F. Morgan Jr., of Lyun, Mass., medicine of the day with us. S. ANDERSON,
Druggist, Bath, Me.”
were in town a few days since.
And nearly everything needed
Bfi-Thcse medicines are compounded from
Of late, the thermometer seems to have pure oils of roots and herbs. For sale by all for a valuable Present for
John VV. Perkins A Co., W. F. Phillips
a decided partiality for the very lowest dealers.
& Co., Portland, Me.; Bowditch, Webster & Co., Christmas and New Years.
regions,am! not exactly the wamest either. Augusta, Me., Wholesale dealers.
Statuary, Smoking Sets, Sleds,
Some of our boys attended the opening
No sufferer from any scrofulous disease
of a skating rink at Bowdoinham, last who will fairly try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Drums, Gaines, Toy Dishes, Tin Kitchens.
Saturday night. They report a fine time. need despair of a cure. It will purge the
P. S.—We will be open on
A new driving pulley for the bag mill, blood of all impurities, thereby destroying Tuesday and Friday evenings
And a innumerable assortment of gilts suitable for Holiday
from the shop of the Lewiston Machine the germs from which scrofula is develop,
until
after
New
Years.
Gifts.
Co., arrived last week and was put iu ed, and will infuse new life and vigor
throught the whole physical organization.
place Sunday.
A Sensible Man would Use
Active preparations are being made in
Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and
the yard of Geo. II. Farriu, for the build
Lungs. It is curing more cases of Coughs,
ing of a schooner to be owned by Capt.
Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, and all
Theobald, and others.
Throat and Lung troubles, than any other
medicine. The proprietor has authorized
Chas. Russell & Co. have scrapped the
W. A. Bibber to refund your money if,
ice from the head of the island nearly to
after taking three-fourths of a bottle, relief
Southard’s shipyard, giving them an im
is not obtained—Price 50 cents and $1.
A large lot of Aroostook-knit
mense field of good ice.
Trial size free.
Iy4
One of our experts on the rollers exe
cuted a little fancy skating last week,
which gave him a lame back, and no
ehauce to brag about the feat.
EIRE INSURANCE
Farmers are commencing to haul wood
tn market. Dry hard wood brings from
------- BUT------$5.50 to $7.00, and green w’ood from
$4.00 to $4.50 per cord.
181 BROADWAY, HEW YORK.
The supper at Merrymeetiug Hall,
Wednesday evening, given by the ladies
of the Congregational Society, passed off
---------o-------------- o-----very pleasantly and to the satisfaction of
------------O ----------—Just received at—
all present.
Sixty-First Semi-Annual State
One cold night this week,Jack Frost got
ment, showing the condition of
the best of E. A. Mansir’s fire and reign
ed supreme for a while. The damage is
the Company, Jan'y 1,1883.
confined mostly to the show bottles, and
Ed’s temper. Damage about $5.
Cash Capital,
$1,000,00000
Reserve for Re-Insurance,
702,938st,
The shipments from W. F. Morgan &
Reserve for all other Liabilities,
140,7059'1
Co’s shoe factory for the week ending
Net Surplus,
715,65480
Jan. 10th, were 176 cases, 12 pairs, Or
10.572 pairs. This is about the average
Total Assets,
$2,559,29916
of all kinds, at prices as low as
shipments for the past few weeks.
the lowest.
-----o—
The Library was open for reception of
books only, last Saturday, as the annual
BENJAMIN S. WALCOTT, President.
account of stock was being taken. It
Call and examine my stock of I. REMSON LANE, Vice-Pres’t & Sec’y.
will be open next Saturday as usual. A
fine selection of new books have been
CHARLES L. ROE, Ass’t Sec’y.
added to the library of which a partial
list will be found in another place.
J. W. SPAULDING, Agent.
New Year’s night about eighty friends
3w24
of Mr. and Mrs Charles Palin assembled
of which I have a full line.
Some
say
"consumption
can’t be cured.”
at their house bearing New Year’s gifts
We have a nice line of desirable
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, as proven by
to the amount of over eightly six dOllars.
forty years’ experience, will cure this
goods for both young and old,
Among the different articles was nctice-l
disease when not already advanced beyond
a parlor suit, butter dish, silver aud glass
consisting Of Chamber Sets and
A good assortment of
the reach of medidal aid. Even then its
ware, hanging lamp, etc., etc. The com
Parlor Suites. Also Easy Ghairs
use affords very great relief, and insures
pany departed about midnight, everyone
for Ladies and Gents. Rattan
refreshing sleep.
pleased with the evening’s entertainment.
and
Folding
Chairs
at
all
prices.
On the evening of Dec.
31st; some
O.Children’s Chairs in all grades
jQU BflE, S
twenty-five friends of Mr. and Mrs.
constantly on hand, and
and styles. Tapestry Lounges,
Herbert Mansir, called and aided in the
Cured and Smoked 11-3 cents per pound.
Hams Cured for 1-2 cent per pound.
celebration of the seventh anniversary of
Hassocks, Picture Frames, Wool
their wedding.
Although this was a
AT I. A. MERRIMAN'S,
and Tapestry Mats, Ironing
"wooden wedding," among the presents
23 tf
FRONT STREET, RICHMOND.
Boards, Sleds and Sleighs for
were a line silver pickle jar and half a
cut
and
made
to
order
atreasonaChildren, and a thousand and
dozen silver fruit knives. After a pleas
CO. one
TO RENT.
able rates.
ant evening they departed near midnight,
other things at the
nod "Hub,” for the first time in seven
House with Six Rooms, situated on Main street
years, went home with a girl without ex
HOUSE FOR sale
within ten minutes walk of the Depot. Will be
—POPULAR
pecting his hair pulled.
let on reasonable terms. Apply to
tf 23
J. G. HATCH, Richmond Me.
On Kimball street. Contains
.New ADVERTISEMENTS.—Notice the
eight rooms completely finished
change in advertisement of NV m. Rand- amif.suppnea with all modern conveniences. A
RICHMOND LAUNDRY.
cell.ir and Stable connecfed with the house.
lette & Cn..... Announcement of annual good
Lot 4x10 rods, affording an excellent chance for a
Having
arranged with the proprietor of the
The property will be sold at a bargain
account of stock at Smith’s & Hall's. garden?
MAIN ST.
„ Gent
Richmond Laundry, tbe undersigned will clean
on easy terms of payment. For further parGreat reduction of prices. .. .Notice of and
’
s
clothing,
also ladies Sacques, Shawls, etc.
ticuIars apply to
------ OF------at ReaSonable prices.
Take 15 Centa
Freedom by Josiah Thompson.... Har 2ltf A. G. THOMAS, Colby Court, Richmond.
E.
BONIL
And get Kemps Botanic Liver Pills for 4t 22
mon Smith advertises a fine line cf dry
ANO FOR SALE.
goods, provisions, etc., etc.... Notice Mr. The Piano lately used in the Hall Av ill be sold
Headache, for Biliousness, for Torpid Liv
RENT.
er. for the Complexion, Use no other.
Wood’s card of thanks fOr services at the cheap. For terms apply at theofiice ot
Small tenement to let. For particulars inquire
MAIN STREET, RICHMOND.
Sold by W. A. Bibber.
Iv4
late fire.
tfl!) T. ,J. SOI TIIARD & SON.
of F. J. BUKER.
tf!9

BEAUTY!

Gr O O O s I
EVERY

OF

DESCRIPTION !
IN PART OF

The Relief Liniment

A. K. P. Walker,

GENTS’ DRESSING

BOOKS

OF

ALL

CASES,

KINDS I

WE HAVE TAKEN

ACCOUNT OF STOCK,

RICHMOND, MAINE.

AND A

MARK DOWN IS THE “WE

RESULT!

LEAD!

Never Follow!”
f

NOTHING BUT THE
CALL AND SEE OUR BEST QUALITY OF
GOODS IN THEIR
BARGAIN COUNTER.
SEVERAL DE
PARTMENTS.

SEE NEXT WEEK’S

- ATC. Flagg & Son’s

SOCKS,
LEGGINGS
COMPANY,
and
DRAWERS,

HOrse

Rlaiikets

READY-MADE
OVERCOATS,
«

“BEE,” FOR FURTHER
PARTICULARS.

WOOLENS
GENTS’

M., DANELETTE

W

<3e

CLOTHING

n

FURNITURE WAREROOMS
CHAS. FLAGG & SON.

T. (1 Herbert’s,

ONE DOLLAR.
Any person buying $1.00 worth
of goods at my store and paying
cash will have a chance to ob
Has come again, and in order tain
to reduce our

STOCK TAKING

------------------ Who buys a pair of those handsome------------------

---------------- for either Gents or Ladies for-----------------

A Terrible Cough Cured.
“ In 1857 I took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. 1 had a terrible cough, and passed
night after night without sleep. The doctors
gave me up. 1 tried Ayeh’s Cheeky PectokAL, which relieved my lungs, induced
sleep, and afforded me the rest necessary
for the recovery of my strength. By the
continued use of the PECTORAL a perma
nent cure was effected. I am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfied your
ChkRRy PectoRAL saved me.

fAPESTRT |oiNGS

------------- or one of those beautiful-------------

HORACE FAIRBROTHER.”

We Shall offer you

EVERYBODY !

TO

No other complaints are so insidious in their
attack as those affecting the throat and lungs:
none so trifled with by the majority of suffer
ers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a trifling or unconscious ex
posure, is often but the beginning of a fatal
sickness. Ayeu’s ChehRY Pectok^L has
well proven its efficacy in a forty years’ tight
with throat and lung diseases, and should be
taken in all cases without delay.

OUR ANNUAL

LARGE STOCK

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

AYER’S
Cherry Pectoral.

HANDKERCHIEFS

SILK

Rockingham, Vt., July 15,1882.

Croup. — A Mother’s Tribute.
“While in the country last winter my little
boy, three years old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangu
lation. One of the family suggested the use
of Ayer’S CHERRY PECTORAL, a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. This
was tried in small and frequent doses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doc
tor said that the CHERRY PECTORAL had
saved my dkrling’s life. Can you wonder At
our gratitude ? Sincerely yours,

BARGAINS

GREATER

Than Ever Before.

Can be seen at W. H. Whitney 's

--------- o---------

1 LOT

of Crash, 25 yds. for
$1.00

ONE TEA SET
34

1 LOT

Bed-Spreads, 87 cts. |
former price $1.25.

Bleached Sheeting 8
cts. per yd., former price
11 cts.

1 LOT Brown Sheeting 6 1-2
cts. per yd., former price
8 cts.

PIECES,

8.25
one Barrel, Best

j

ROLLER FLOUR
VALUED AT

1 CASE

Remnant Brown
Sheeting, 48 inch wide 9
cts. per yd., former price
15 cts.
Sale to commence Friday, De
cember l4th, 1883, and continue
1 CASE Fruit of the Loom until $500 worth are sold.
Remnants 8 eta. per yd.
Goods Sold on Clash Basis.

$7.25.

159 west 128th St., New York, May 16, 1882.
“I have used Ayer’s CheRRY PectobAL
in my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds we have ever
tried.
A. J. CRANE.”
Lake Crystal. Minn., March 13, 1882.
“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no suc
cess, Ijyas cured by the use of AyeR’s ChekBY PECTORAL.
JOSEPH WALDEN.”
Byhalia, Miss., April 5,1882.
“ I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
CHERRY PECTORAL, believing as I do that
but for its use 1 should long since have died
from lung troubles
E. BRAGD0N.”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, 1882.
No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of Ayer's CHERRY PectokAL,
and it will always cure when the disease is
not already beyond the control of medicine.
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer 4Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by alI Druggists.

THE WHITE
IS KING.

1 PIECE

Table Linen 20
cts. per yd., former price
30 cts.

INSURANCE!

1 CASE

Remnants Brown SP.lrLOl.rG & STUART.
Sheeting 3-4 yd. wide 4
Richmond, Maine.
J.
W.
SPAULDING,
Attorney at Law
cts., former price 5 ccs.
W. II. STUART,
Cashier Richmond Nat’l Bank

BEST DRESS

Cambric

8 cts.

Kentucky Jean one
half wool 25 cts., former
Hanover Fire Ins. Co. of N. Y.
price 35 cts.
Assets, $2,559,299
Fire Association of Phila.
GREATEST Bargains
Assets, $4,152,581
in Woolen ever shown Springfield F. & M. Ins. Co.
Assets, $2,395,288
58 cts., former price $1.00.
Phoenix
Ins.
Co.
Come in Gents and Look.
Assets. $4,336,208
—MARINE—
1 BALE more of those They procure
Marine Insurance upon Hulls,
Freight and cargoes upon the best going rates and
Cheap Blankets.
terms, in sound Companies in this and other
States.

WOOL

Blankets

Marked

Down.

BEST Prints 5 cts.
checked Nainsook or
Pique 8 cts., former price
12 1-2 cts.

BLOCK-

—STAN D ARD----

—LIFE—

Life Insurance placed in the Union Mutual
Life Ins. 0o.,
A MAINE COMPANY”,
6ml

The head office is in Portland.

D. W. ALEXANDER^
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The undersigned would re
spectfully announce to the citi
RICECMOKCD.
zens of Richmond and vicinity,
that he iS prepared to furnish MAN UFACTURER
standard instruments at very
------- OF------low rates, either for cash or in Monuments, Headstones,
stalments. Among the pianos
Tablets, Marble Mantles.
that I handle, are the ChickerWashstand Tops,
ing, Hallet & Davis, Henry F.
Etc., Etc.
Miller and Vose.
Organs:
Estey, Smith American, Mason GRANITE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
-------- marie to order at the-------& Hamlin, New England, Car
Lowest Possible Rates.
penter & Sterling. All instru
ments warranted as represented. Monuments and Headstones Cleaned
Tuning and Repairing done at
and Reset.
short notice. Mr. T. G. Her ♦^-Orders rrom other towns promptIy attended to.
4ltl
bert, Richmond, will give all de I
sired information, and orders
left with him or sent to me by
mail, will receive prompt atten
tion.

WM. M. CHOATE,
DRESDEN, ME.
3m 15

DR. S. G. NEWELLS

THE WHITE
King of Sewing Machines.
Stands acknowledged the

It has the only perfect AUTOMATIC
BOBBIN WINDER ever made, winding every
bobbin as smooth as a spool of silk.
It has the best EMBROIDERER.in the world,
it will do the widest range of work, and is
the LIGHTEST RUNNING machine in the
aarket. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

CLARK & FREEMAN,
163 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.

T.

G.

HERBERT,

CELEBRATED

COUGH SYRUP
------ .AND-------

BLOOD PURIFIER.
E. L. BROWN.
Wholesale <£• Retail Agent.

ly&O

A Large Quantity
-------OF-------

RICHM0KP,

•

-

MAINE.

Egg, Nut, Stove & Furnace

E. A. MORRILL & CO.,
(SUCCESSORS TO A. W. SMITH.)

HARLOW & WALKER’S,

DEALER IN

Richmond
GILMORE’S
GRIST MILL AROMATIC
WINE.
RICHMOND, MAINE.

Space will not admit our men
tioning all, but these are a few RAW FUR SKINS,
of our Many bargains.
Wc
--------- 0--------A Medicine not a Beverage,
do not believe in giving any per
This is Nature’s Triumph.
son a present of $25.00 worth of RICHMOND, ME. corn
TF ypu are weak or languid, use Gilmore’s Arogoods, but believe it better to
Gnatic Wine.
JF
you are dyspeptic, use Gilmore’s .aromatic
DRESSMAKING.
FLOUR,
mark our goods low and distri
TF you are troubled with Indigestion, use Gilbute it equally among our many The subscriber would inform the people of Rich
"more's Arnninfir.
Aromatic Winn.
Wine.
TF you arc troubled with sleeplessnes., use Giland vicinity that she has enpaged rooms in
OATS,
ETC,
patrons. Call and examine our mond
1
mover
’
s
Aromatic
Wine.
the TOOTH AKER BLOCK, and is prepared to
TF you live in a Malarial district use, Gilmore’S
on dressmaking in all its branches, using
large stock and you will find a carry
x
Aromatic
Wine.
Cornewls System, improved by Madam Grippin.
TF you arc weak after confinement, use Gilmore’s
Particular attention paid to the fitting of Chilgeneral mark down in every de drens
1 Aromatic wine.
’ garments, and the making of suits tor boys
IF troubled with nervous exhaustion, use Gilpartment, as we are determined from three to nine years of age.
1 more’* Aromatic wine.
troubled with Nerrwlgia of the stomach or
Attention paid to grinding TF
------- o-----to reduce our stock.
1 lungs , use Gilmore’s Aromatic Wine.
TF you wish to bring the rosses to you cheeks
mixed
grain
for
feed.
♦
1 again, and the sparkle to your eyes, then use.
Rooms over halefs clotihng store.

$bh $ Jail,

o-

CARRIE E. LAWRENCE
tf24

E. C. BDSTON’S

PIANOS & 0B6ANS.
"

* -FIREThey insure Dwellings, Furniture, Stores, Merchandies, Churches, School Houses, Factories,
Mills, shlpS, Ice Houses and Contents, against
loss or damage by fire, and
--------Write the Policies themselves,-------In tie following First Class Companies.

1 LOT

TOOTHAKER

MRS. EMMA GEDNEY.”

VALUED AT

1 LOT

A. B. HALEY.

fcMSSli. I RICHMOND, ME.

Gilmore’s Aromatic WineFor sale by E. A. MANSIR, only. Druggist, Richmond, Maine.
Cow Boy Condition Powders. Full one pound25 cents, and guaranteed best in the market.
6m45.

When nine out of ten persons during
the season have not escaped a cold of
some kind is it to be wondered that ten
persons die every hour during thc twentyfour, with consumption ? Prevent this
great mortality at once bv taking .JAD
WINS TAR SYRUP.

In paying a dollar for a bottle of JAD
WIN’S PINE TAR SYRUP. Von re
ceive a box of JADWIN’R QUI VIVE
STOMACH PILLS, making it only cost
you 75 cents for your syrup.
A good staple patent medicine like JAD
WIN’S TAR SYRUP may be trusted
with far more safety than a doctor’s pre
scription. The former has been tested a
hundred thousand times, while the latter
may effect and may not.
About twice as much of JADWIN’S
PINE TAR SYRUP for your money as
that of any other, and every one admits
it a hundred times better for Colds, Croup
&c. It is about the only Cough ,t'.cinedy
made oe scientific prineipIes.
The Laconic proverb "Knowv Thyself"
w«s the advice of one of Greece’s early
philosophers. It is just as little 1 eeded
to-day as when uttered over two thousand
years ago. To know the merit in JADWIN.’S TAR SYRUP is to recognize a
good family medicine.

The Richmond Rec.
the building. I don’t think he saw me then. home. While there, I laid down on the
Can’t say how long tht horse stood there. floor. I then went home and got into
I first saw Turner, to speak to him, that bed. The next 1 knew, I was arrested.
evening, when I came out of the block.
I was present at the hearing before the
Continuation ot' tbe Trial of I don’t know which side of the street he Trial Justice at Richrncnd. It was the
was on at the time. I think he was with day after the murder. After the prisoners
Hopkins and Turner.
Hopkins. We all three went to Hussey’s. were taken to Augusta, I saw old Mr.
Others were there at the Sime, but I didn’t Hopkins. I sent to Yreaton’s for him to
TUESDAY MORNING.
know them. We left Hussey’s together come and see me. In my talk with him,
Tuesday morning.there was,if possible, and went to the saloon on Front street. I I did not tell him that his son had no
a larger attendance at the court room than think we took the horse and wagon when hand in the murder. I swear I did not.
there hud been on the proceeding day. we went from the Lake block to Hussey’s. No one was present but him and me. I
Long before the doors were open, an ex To the best of my judtm mt, it is a hun told him what the boys had done.
pectant crowd thronged the corridors of dred rods from the block to Hussey’s
At this point, the Court ruled to ex
the Court House, anxiously awaiting ad saloon. Don’t remember whether we all clude the conversation.
mittance to the inner sanctuary of the rode or not. I think I rode with Turner,
Cross examined by Counsel Heath, the
temple of justice. As soon as it was while Hopkins walked. Can’t say who witness disclused nothing new.
possible to gain'an entrance, the crowd reached the saloon first.
In answer to questions from the County
surged into the room, quickly filling every
Yes, we had liquor in the Lake Attorney, Lint described the relative
avaiIable space, so that late comers were block. We drank a pint of whiskey there. position of tbe Lake block and Hussey’s
unable to find even standing room.'
’Twas Hopkius’ liqucr. I think he got it saloon, stating that the saloon was 100
Wm. Lint.who had been testifying when after he went into the block. Hopkins rods east from the block.
I he court adjourned, Monday, was again and myself drank it all. Wc had been at
Q.—Do you wish to make any change
called on the stand. A searching cross Mrs. Watson’s an hour, or an hour and a iu your statement.
examination by Hopkins’ counsel, elicited half, when Hopkins went out after the
A.—I suppose its 100 feet instead of
the following
liquor. He wasn’t gone lougv We stay rods.
ed perhaps half an hour, or au hour, after
ELIZABETH DENNEY
TESTIMONY.
1 went to the village on the 12th of he catne back. Mrs. Watson and her was called and testified as follows :
My name is Elizabeth Denney. I am
December. I started nt about half-past daughter were with us while we were
four o’clock tn the afternoon, or as soon drinking. They might have been river now living in the Bath almshouse.
as Hopkins had quit work at the ice water in the liquor ; it wasn’t very strong. Last mouth I was in Richmond, at Plum
house. I lived near Hopkius—within I next saw Hopkius at Hussey’s; think I mer’s house. I lived there abnut three
hailing distance of his house. I went to saw him at the door. Turner, Hopkins weeks. There were five of us Indians
his place and found him at work sawing and myself then ro le to the Front street there. Mr. Denney and myself, Joseph
wood, I believe. Before this, I had hal rum shop. 1 went iu and got a bottle Francis and his wife and little girl. My
looed from my house, asking him if he filled. While there, I took about a swal self and husband occupied a front room on
would go witll me. He wanted to get a low in a tumbler. Turner drank there. the ground floor. Francis and his family
woman to come and take care of his chil Don’t think Hopkius went in. I left him had the east room, or kitchen. (Witness
dren. I don’t remember that I started in the wagon, and I found him there when describes furniture in her room.) When
for the village before he did. I live three 1 came out. I think no one was in the we came there, we found only two empty
miles from the village, and Plummer’s -shop but its proprietor. Besides Turner jugs iu the room. On the evening of the
house is about half way there. I don’t and Hopkins, and Mrs. Watson and her 12th of December, I was in my room,
know what time it was when we reached daughter, I saw Joe Curtis and talked with my husband. I saw Alice Francis
the village, but guess it was somewhere with him in the village that evening. I and her daughter pass through my room.
near six o’clock. We were both sober, think I saw him on the street, near Hus She afterward called her husband, Joe.
haying drank nothing before starting. sey’s. Don’t remember any one else Before this, I had heard Ioud talk in the
We met a man on the road, but I don’t whom I met iu town that night. After kitchen, and I fastened the door of my
know who he was. Hopkins went into leaving the rum shop, we started for home, room. The next I knew, a short fellow
Coleman’s on the way tO see if Al. was lt was nine O’clock, or half past nine. broke into the room.
Turner was here taken before the wit
going to the village that night. After We were all three in the wagon, with
that we met another man, and Hopkins Turner driving. We made no stop till we ness for identification. She said he look
spoke to him. I suppose it was the Iu- reached Plummer’s. Don’t remember of ed like the man, who broke into the room,
dian. I don’t rememb r what was said. meeting any one on the road. 1 knew but his hair was shorter.
Witness Resumes The short man
We met the man just below Plummer’s. Plummer—had been to his house at dif
I looked at the man, but can’t say now ferent times. None of us drank till we grabbed me and hauled me into the kitchen,
whether he was au Indian or a white man. got to Plummer’s. I don’t know that 1 and threw me on the lounge. I saw no
I think Jim said good evening. Don’t proposed stopping there. We hitched the one in the kitchen but Plummer, and a tall
horse CO a fence south Of the house. 1 man who stood near the stove. (Witness
remember what the other man said.
think it very likely that I was the first to identifies Hopkins as the "tall man.”)
C’o?zrc.—Who do you mean by Jim?
Witness.—Hopkins. It is very likely enter. Turner was the last, he having Turner threw me on the lounge, handling
that both men said good evening. At the stopped to hitch the horse. I found me as roughly as he could. I called for
village, Hopkius went intO the Post Office, Plummer and Joe in the kitchen. Can’t Plummer to help me but he never moved
while I waited on Water street, just below say hOw many persons were in the room. his hand. He stood near the door of his
Tebbitts’ candy shop. (It was subse- We entered without knocking, I think bedroom. 1 screamed, and my man came
quently learned that witness meant Front Plummer was in his bed room when we to help me. . He spoke to me in the
street.) As soon as Hopkins came out ot entered, but he was where I could see Indian tongue, saying : "Help yourself.”
the office, we started for a saloon—the him. I went to his room. I might have The tall man struck my husband and
lower one on Front street. It was Well stopped a few minutes in the kitchen. 1 klcked him. I was struggling at the
man’s. There we drank whiskey. We think. I did. I saw a mess ot’ dirt in the time, but I saw the blow. After my hus
took two drinks, treating each oth°r. room, and saw the ash logs on the floOr. band was knocked down, Hopkins came
We didn’t stay lcng iu the place, and I Joe was in the middle of the room, on to the lounge, and abused me. Both the
don’t rememoer who was there. After the flOor. I shook hands with him, but men then went up-stairs. I heard a crash
that we went to Hagar’s office, where I st.oke to no one else iu that room, unless ing sound, aud I ran by the body of my
intended to buy some wood. We saw no Plummer was there. I think I gave husband, and got out of the house. I
some rum cut ot my bottle. went to a neighbor’s house where I saw a
light in the place, and left without trying Plummer
Don
’
t
remember
of drinking, myself. 1 light. I didn’t see my husband move after
the door. We next went to the Lake
don
’
t
think
1
laid
on the bed ill Plummer’s he was struck. Didn’t see any one at
block, where Hopkins wished to see a
at that time, though it may have tempt to raise my husband. Afterward,
Mrs. Watson and her daughter. He room
been so, I believe some of the other® I came back to the house, and went up
wanted to ask them—
came after a drink. Don’t recollect who stairs. Didn’t see my husband when 1
Attorney General objected.
they were. After that, I went out of the
Court ruIed that no questiOns should be house, and sat on the banking. Don’t came back. I am sixty-nine years old.
My husband was sixty-five. He was
asked as to conversation.
know that any one went with me. I re
No one but Mrs. Watson and her mained there 15 or 20 minutes, prehaps as well as usual on the evening of his
daughter were iu the room. We stayed longer, 1 think Hopkins came out while death, and ate a hearty supper. I don’t
there till after nine o’clock, lt was about I was there. I was feeling sick. After know his weight. He wasn’t a heavy
seven when we went in. Hopkius wasn’t that, I went back to Plummer’s room and man.
Cross examined by Heath, the witness
in there long. I next saw him on the laid down on his bed. I staid there till 1
street, near the door of the Lake block. left the house. 1 think Hopkins came in told substantialIy the same story, with a
Can’t say which side of the street he was after me. I don’t know how long 1 staid few additional particulars which need not
on. I joined him, and we went to Hus iu the room. I came out and got into be published here, ln answer to a ques
sey’s after something to drink. We got the wagon w ith Turner, and Hopkins tion by the Court, witness said :
I considered Mr. Denney my husband.
no liquor there. Hussey said he had none. walked on a head to the next house, ten
There was no one there whom I knew. or fifteen rods distant. When we reached \Ne were married by a priest in Oldtown,
We then went to another saloon On Front the place, Hopkius was talking with ten or twelve years ago. We have lived
Street. I don’t know who kept the place, some one. We stopped there twenty together ever since, save when my man
but it was the second rum shop from the minutes or so. I stayed iu the wagon. 1 would be absent for a little while.
Spaulding.—You were married in Old
south end of the street (Laughter). It first got out of the wagon at Lancaster's
was on the west side of the street. Don’t barn, Turner got out at the first house. town and not Portland?
Witness.—No, I was noi, married in
know as it was near Preble’s brick store.
I haven’t been to thc village veiy often ot I drove to Lancaster’s and stopped the Portland. I was not married iu Eastport.
late years, and I don’t know where horse, and then went back to the first I haven’t lived iu E istpurt since I was
Preble’s brick store is. I don’t know the luuse to find Turner and Hopkius I fifteen years old. A Catholic priest
man who keeps the saloon, but have .stayed there perhaps five minutes, and I married me in Oldtown. His name was
spoken to him. It was there that we got think I spoke tO the man of the house. Sullivan. I don’t remember of telling
a bottle tilled. It was Hopkins’ bottle, We next went to Fred Lancaster’s, who Hodges that I wasn’t married to Denney.
and I got it filled.
We also had two lives just across the road from his father’s I might bare asked him what I should say
drinks of ru»n there. Turner came in : place. It was the first house beyond at’the trial. Yes, I have had other hus
I bad met him before, that evening, at Plummer’s. Sam Lancaster’s house is on bands besides Denney. I was once mar
Hussey’s. Yes, we all came from Hus tbe east side of the road, and Fred’s is ried to Newell, and once to a man named
sey’s together. I had met Turner, that on the west side. We stayed at Fred’s Levick. 1 married Newell in Bangor,
evening, before I saw him at Hussey’s. about ien minutes. Turner got out, and and lived with him ten years. I married
He was in his wagon when I first saw I looked on, and saw Fred. We then Levick in-Monmouth. I can't say how
him. Don’t remember where his horse drove up the road to Hopkin’s house, long ago. I lived with Levick six years.
was hitched. Looking from the Lake where we all three went in. We stayed Newell was an Indian, and Levick a
block, I saw Turner hitch his horse near there some twenty minutes and then went YAtnkec. I had one child—a boy—by

TRIED FOR MDRDER!

Newell. He is not living. Yes, I am
drawing a pension. I do not get it by way
of my son. I get it by way cf another
husband, John Pollis. I married Pollis in
Coldbrook, N. H. It was after Levick
died that I married Pollis. I have drawn
a pension right along, up to last month,
under tbe name of Elizabeth Pollis.
Since my marriage with Denney we have
lived in many different places.
Witness told their wanderings up to the
date of their living at Plummer’s, and
described the affray at that house, on the
13th of last December. As the story does
not differ essentially from her previous
account, it need not be repeated.
In answer to a question by the Court,
witness stated that her first husband had
been dead eight years, before she married
a second time.
SEWALL J. PLUMMER,

testified : I live in Richmond on place of
my own. It is on the river road, and I
call it "a large mile” from the village.
Three families were living in the house on
the 1.2th of last December. David Car
ter, with a wife and two children occu
pied the upper house, Joseph Denney and
wife, a room on the first floor, while
Joseph Francis, with his wife and child,
had the remainder of the house. I boarded
with Francis.
I can’t say how long
Denney lived in my house.
Joseph
Francis came early in the fall. Carter
came a little later. Denney and his wife
had the front room to themselves : it didn’t
belong to Francis nor his family. I was
acquainted with Hopkins, but didn’t
know Turner. Three men came to my
hnuse on the night of the 12th. Lint
came in first, Turner, or as I call him,
the stranger, came next, and Hopkins
last. The door was unlocked, and they
came in without knocking. • I was in the
kitchen, and Joseph Francis was at work
making baskets in the same room. Lint
said: "Good evening.” I answered, and
offered him a chair. Hopkins swore
about the fire, I believe. Next, took out
a buttle, and he and I drank together in
my room. Don’t know but that Turner
came and drank too. Hopkins didn’t
drink with us. After drinking, I went
back to the kitchen, and Francis and his
family went up stairs, leaving me alone
with the visitors. I don’t know how
long we were iu the room together, but
1 remember I sat on the lounge, and that
Lint was in my bedroom. Up to this
time there had been no difficulty. There
was no trouble untll Hopkins aud Turner
went into the old man Denney’s room.
They both went in, I was on the lounge
and could see them plainly. They talked
with Mrs. Denney, but I couldn’t hear
what they said. Finally, they brought
the woman out. Both men had hold of
her. She didn’t want to come. I think
she resisted. Turner threw her on tbe
lounge. I got right out of the way, and
went into my bedroom. Mrs. Denney
shouted to me, saying :
"Plummer, do you see this?"
"Plummer, dO you see this?’’
She tried to get away, but couldn’t I
wasn’t at all excited. I saw the old In
dian come out of his room, at a pretty
quick jog. As soon as he got into the
room lie was struck. Who struck him,
do you ask? Well, that’s the question.
’Twas one of the two men, but I can’t
say which one. The smallest man (Tur
ner) was on the lounge, and I think he
got up aud struck Denney. I think I saw
him turn quickly, and Strick the old man.
At last, I went into my room, where
Lint was lying on the bed. I left the
kitchen as soon as the blow was struck,
and walked into the bedroom. I didn’t
dare to help the old woman. Pretty
soon I heard tbe men go up-stairs, though
not until the stranger (Turner) walked
up to my bedroom door, and had broken
a panel with his fist Scon after this I
ran out of the house in my stocking feet,
and went over to Lancasters.
At this point the court adjourned until
2 o’clock p. m.
AFTERNOON.

In the afternoon, Sewall J. Plummer
was subjected to a severe cross examina
tion, by Mr. Heath. Witness became
confused, but though, at times, almost
incoherent, he stuck to the main points
in his testimony with a pertinaiity th t
was not to be Shaken. Much of the testi
mony drawn out by the counsel, was but
a repetition of the witness's direct testi
mony.
Replying to Mr. Spaulding, witness
stated that he saw no one touch the In
dian after the latter fell on the floor.
JOSEPH FRANCIS.

Am stopping in the Bath almshouse,
before that, I stopped io Richmond. Had

been in Richmond and lived at Plummers
about five weeks. Occupied the kitchen
and two other rooms, with wife and
wife’s little girl and Plummer. Previous
to this had been traveling from place to
place. My uncle lived in the front room
with his wife. I had been there a little
more than a week when they came.
They had one room and made baskets
the same as myself. On the 12th of De
cember, Lint and those two men, (the
prisoners) came about 10 o’clock, I aud
my wife, little girl and Plummer were in
the room. Lint came first, then Turner
and Hopkins next. I was on the floor
making baskets ; wife and little girl were
in bedroom. Don’t know where Plummer
was. Lint spoke first; he had a cigar in
his hand, and sat down.
Hopkins
walked the floor swearing. Turner said,
"You’re making baskets?” My wife and
girl went up-stairs. Hopkins put shav
ings in stove, saying : “This stove is hot,
D-n hot; and if it ain't, I’ll make it so.’’
I was joing out, and Turner pulled out
a bottle and asked me where the girls
were. I told him there were none. Saw
my woman coming down stairs. I went
up stair’. Saw Uncle and Aunt sitting
on bed. (Witness here repeated account
of Turner’s entrance, and their escape
from the house, as previously published.
Cross examined by Mr. Heath.—After
I went up stairs, heard a man coming.
Don’t know that I heard more than one
man’s voice, but there was probably more
than one there.
When the man said “Is Joe here?” I
went out the window. My Uncle’s name
was Joseph Dennis. He was my uncle
by my mother. When I came back to
house, Plummer stood near stoVe. Uncle
laid on his face.
Re-direct by Cleaves.—Stayed away
from house, can’t say how long.
Spaulding.—I stoed opposite Plum
mer’s house, and saw men at next house.
My family is self, wife aud daughter. I
am twenty-five ; don’t know wife’s age :
daughter is twelve years old. Wife’s
first husband was Tom Fortis.
DAVID CARTER.

My name is David Carter, and I live in
Richmond, at Plummer’s, on river road.
Have lived there nearly 2 1-2 months.
Denney aud wife occupied front room
below. (Witness here gave names and
ages of his own and Joe’s family.) Was
at home night of Dec. 12th. Didn’t see
Hopkin’s and Turner at first.
Heard
Turner when he came up-stairs. Joe and
family were in my room. I was in bed
with my family. Turner came to tbe
door and asked me to let him in ; said his
name was "Charlie White" and wanted to
see my daughter, Stella. She asked him
who he was, aud he said his name was
Turner. (Witness here described his es•
cape from the house.) On returning,
found the door stove in. T’was the only
door broken, up-stairs. Turner had never
been to my house, to my knowledge. I
came back with Plummer.
Cross examined by Mr. Heath.—Heard
one or more men coming up-stairs; heard
no voice but Turner’s. Should have known
Hopkin’s voice. First thing Turner
asked me, was to let him in. I asked who
he was; he said, "Charlie White.”
When I told him he couldn’t come in, he
said, “Let me in or I’ll have your blood.”
Don’t know as he asked if Joe was there.
He asked if Stella was there. Said noth
ing about seeing Joe. Joe was first man
out of window’s. He finally told my girl
that his name was Turner. Can’t say
sure that he said his name was Ran Tur
ner.
Court.—Man killpd was knOwn as
Joseph Denney. I ^always heard him
called Denney.
Spaulding.—Heard no noise that would
call an outcry. Heard loud talking bclow, with stamping and jarrihg of house.
STELLA CARTER.

Am the daughter of said David Carter ;
live with father and mother in the Plum
mer house. Am 14 years old. Was at
hOme on night of murder. Heard noise
of something falling before any one
came up stairs. Was in bed when
Francis came up. Talked with Turner
when he was out in entry. Don’t know
as any one was with him. He said he
wanted to come in. (Substantiated test
imony of David Carter.) Don’t think I
heard him say about “ having blood,”
but he might. Had seen Turner before
but. he had never becn to our house. Joe
was out the window while 1 talked with
Turner.
Cross examined by Mr. Heath:—Didn’t
hear Turner ask for Joe. Joe wasn’t in
house while Turner was talking. Joe
(Continued on next page-)

and officers up. I waited by the body, honest, law-abiding young man. On the me get him off home. Then started for
LOUIS E. HOPKINS.
till the Doctor came. Told him to exam evening before the murder, he had visited home. Drove direct to Plummer’s. Drove
Spaulding :—On Dec. 12th, was driv
ine man and ascertain lus condition. We the village for the purpose of paying a few very fast. Distance was 1 1-2 miles. ing Ox team ;worked seven-eighths of day.
turned the body over. (Witness here bills which he owed at certain stores. There was no agreement about going in. First saw Lint at his house, that night.
Under -his face, on (Counsel then proceeded to give Turner’s Lint suggested it, when we were with He hallooed to me,and wanted to know it
Continuation of tlic Trial of' explained position.)
the floor, was a pool of blood. His lip account of the visit to the village, which in sixty yards of house. Saw lights I was going to the village. Told him.
Hopkins and Turner.
was cut.
Dr. Price pronounced him narration will be found in the prisoners and heard laughter. Hitched horse to thought I should. He came down and
dead. When the officers arrived, I told evidence, given at a later period of the post, not over twenty yards from porch. we went together. I went into Coleman’s,
Went down on the sink spout when Tur the Doctor that I wanted to turn my atten trial.) The call at Plummer’s was made Lint went in first; Hopkins and I nearly but SO0H overtook him. Met old Indian ;
ner was breaking in. Turner didn’t say tion to the arrest of the murderers. Put by invitation, and Turner had not suggest together, though I think I proceeded him. he asked us to come ij. Went to Post
his name was Ran Turner. Afterward house in his care, ordering nothing to be ed stopping there. Hopkins had lived Went in for no purpose. Had never been Office, then tO Reed’s, then to Jewett’s to
he said his name was Charlie White.
remoVed. Went first to Hopkins’ house. there formerly, and Lint was an old friend in room before. Found man, on floor, get cloth for my boy, then to Wyman’s
Mrs. Francis, [with husband as inter Found him in bcd. Arrested and put him of Plummer’s—the two had been drunk making baskets. ASked him if he was and drank two glasses of whiskey. Lint
making baskets, and he said, yes. Plum-,
preter^:—Interpreter sworn by clerk.1 in custody of officers. Found and ar together, many a time.
went to Lake’s block and I waited outside.
My name is Alice Francis. Am wife of rested Lint at his house. Found Turner
Plummer’s was a house of ill fame. mer. the old man and woman were there. Turner drove up and Lint beckoned for
Joseph Francis. Have been married lit in bed. Some one said, "Look out, he Sewall J. Plummer, if he saw Turner Don’t remember seeing any clildren. us to come up. Stayed about 3-4 of
tle over 8 years—might be nine. Was has got a revolver!” Then saw Judge with the Indian woman, thought nothing Plummer stood near bed room door, after an hour. Had no liquor there. I went
at Plummer’s house the night visitors Hall have it. We took prisoners, at Judge of it. Such performances were m liters fixing store. Old Indian sat side of stove, into other part of house; stayed 10
came. It Was past 10 o’clock. I was Hall’s suggestion, to Plummers for identi of common Occurrence in that house. back to bedroom which he occupied. IIi minutes. We then went to Hussey’s. Think
in bed room alone with my daughter when fication. Took them in one at a time. The counsel here describe 1 the actions of was leaning against wall, with chin on we drank there. Can’t say that we went
they came. Plummer and my husband Here hoots were shown to sheriff, who his client while the latter was at Plum breast. Didn’t know him, but had seen to Front street next. We drank a good
were in the kitchen. I went into kitchen said they were Hopkins’ boots.
He mers. As this description, like the mat him once before. Old woman was in deal and were under the influence of liquor
after thcy came in. SOme of them were (sheriff) had them in his possession since ter preyiously mentioned, appears in front of him, doing nothing. Knew (Corroborated Turner’s testimony about
sitting down and some were swearing. I day after murder. Compared boot with Turner’s evidence, it is unnecessary to Plummer by sight. Lint was sitting in going to Plummers, parties in room, and
front of stove when I went in. Lint their drinking there.) Bought and paid
got scare l and went up-stairs with little marks on face. It w.ts the left boot.
repeat it here.
girl.
Heard no loud talk.
Passed
Counsel Spaulding then addresses the treated from bottle, after I got in. All old woman for more rum. Saw Indians
Cross Examined by Col. Spaulding.—
drank. I drank and passed bottle to old drink. Was in room half and hour.
through Denney’s room after I went
Saw boot applied. Observed carefully, the jury in a brief
lady. Think she drank and passed bottle Don’t know who went out first. Saw
up-stairs; they were in it. They were or intended to, so as to see if boot would
ARGUMENT FOR HOPKINS.
to Hopkins. Think he took it. Saw him Lint in bedroom and got him out doors.
sitting on bed. Don’t know who came compare with marks. They were on the
Counsel said that while his Brother
up stairs. Didn’t understand what the right side of face. They commenced at Heath could not well open the case for give old womau fifty cents ; don’t remem Was out about 20 minutes. I was sick
man said, but thought he said, "Joe.” nose, and extended out on face, to about Turner without opening it for Hopkins, ber what was said. More liquor was and tried to vomit. Went into house and
Was in upper kitchen when man came up. the size of boot heel, or 2 1-2 inches from there were still one or two points con passed. Think old man and woman saw old man on floor. Said “ Hello, old
[Court directed interpreter to ask his wife nose. Marks terminated nearly on the cerning the latter, to which he wished to drank again, but can’t say that Plummer fellow,you’ve turned in here for the night?"
if she understood the oath that- was ad cheek bone. Can’t say how many marks call the attention of the jury. Mention did. Lint was in kitchen, fifteen or or something of that kind. Saw Turner
ministered to her. oaid she did not. there were; couldn’t estimate them. had been made of the fact that Hopkins, twenty minutes; then went into Plummer’* with his face bloody ; he said he had been
Clerk swore her again,and it being inter Body was on its face, with right arm while at Plummer’s had given the old room. Jim and I went in and spoke to hit with a club. Saw Lint, said “ Don't
preted to her, testimony was again given extended and left drawn up. Hair was Indian woman fifty cents. That money, him. Saw Lint go out. Hopkins went come in, let’s go home,” and started for
with no material variation from the fore laying out on floor. Turned him on right he would say, had been paid for liquor, with him. Duu’t know what Plummer home on foot. A.t next house, saw man
going.)
side, then laid his head back as I found it, furnished at the Plummer house. When did then. Indians were in their room, with gun. Took it away from him and
Cross examined by Mr. Heath:—While and told Dr Price that I had moVed body. Lint wished to go out of the house. Hop dnor partly shut. Court suspended
w«nt to Sam Lancasters, then to Fred’s.
up-stairs, heard no noise down-stairs. Can’t say who was there, when we exam kins and Plummer had assisted him, and
AFTERNOON.
He said it wasn’t loaded. Took it home.
Could hear a man say “ Joe”
ined wounds. Plummer and Joe were had left him on the west side of the porch
Turner resumed — Heath.—When I ( Corroberated testimony about going
there. No one from the village had ar door, and not on the east side, as Lint
MARY THOMAS.
came
out of Plummer's room. Plummer home and being arrested.) Didn’t know
Am 12 years old. Am daughter of Mrs. rived. Made no further particular exam had testified. Referring to the trouble in stood near door. Then went into Indians’ old man was dead. Didn’t kick or strike
Francis. Was at Plummer’s on night of ination of body. Don’t know what sort the house, Counsel said that Hopkins had room. Saw old man on be l ; old woman him. Lint had nothing to do with old
Noticed no hand in it. The latter did not know
murder, in our room. Lint came in first. of lamps were in the room.
sitting on bed. Told woman to come with woman. Hadn’t been to Plummer’s for
Then came Hopkins. He put shavings plenty of dirt on the floor ; chips,shavings, who had struck the Indian, or who had me. She asked old man. He spoke in three years. Had lived there two years
en top of the stove and swore. Can’t &c., It looked a fit place for a murder. abused the woman. AH this had happen Indian Iaugnage, and took me by right and was familiar with the house. Have
County Attorney Buker.—The chips ed when Hopkins was outside the house.
tell what he said. He spoke about it be
shoulder. I struck him with back of trouble with my left foot. It is generally
ing a good fire. He talked kind of loud. and shavings, near man’s face were small.
Great stress had been laid upon certein hand. He laid in bed. Old womau went sore on big toe; joint is enlarged.
JOHN MORANO.
I didn’t stay long in the room, but went
spots—said tO be blood—that had been willingly to kitchen. Wc went on lounge. (Shows foot to jury.) It doesn’t trouble
up stairs to Carter’s room.
Passed
Live in Richmond. Went to Plum found on a boot belonging to Hopkins. Wasn’t -there more than five minutes; me, unless I hit it, then it will lay me up
through Denney’s room ; they were in bed. mer’s night of murder, with Sheriff It had been taken for granted that Hop didn’t ravish her. Had no struggle with for three or four days. Couldn’t kick any
Said nothing to them. Somebody kicked Hodges, about half-past 1 o’clock. Was kins had kicked the Indian with that her. Left her on lounge and went into oce with it and wouldn’t attempt to.
the door and I went down stairs. Heard no one at house when we arrived. (Testi boot. Providentially, almost, it happen Indians room. Staggered some I think. Didn’t tell Lint I had kicked lndian.
a man talk about blood. I went down on mony here corroborated that of Mr. ed that the spots were on the left boot. Was struck in face, on right side Of fore Didn’t hear Turner say he had struck
the spout, first. Heard no noise below Hodges.) Didn’t compare boot heel with Now it is a fact that .Hopkins’ left foot head and nose ; bled considerable. Didn’t Indian.
Cross examined by- Cleaves:—Foot is
while I was up stairs.
marks. Saw scar on or near right eye was disabled at Fort Haskell, in front of see who struck me ; think it was a stick.
Petersburg, in 1864. While cutting wood Blow was so heavy, I put both hands on substantially as it has been for several
SAMUEL H. LANCASTER.
brow, about an inch Iong.
in the night, he had stuck an ax through floor. Wound was over a week healing. years. Can’t bear much weight on that
Live in Richmond. Have lived there
ISAAC L. 8PAULDING.
a toe joint on the left foot. He was after Went into front entry, and up-stairs. joint. Couldn’t strike hard with it, not
14 years. Live some 25 rods from Plum
Am constable in Richmond. Saw Hop
even the heel. It wasn’t sore when I
mer’s house. Saw Hopkins on night of kins and Turner on night of December wards in various army hospitals, and at Went to a door. They said I couldn’t went to Plummers. Went in ’cause
murder near 11 o’clock, at my door, he 12th. We arrested and took them to Plum one time, it was thought that he would lose come in, so I broke in. Don’t know that
did. [Testimony same as others
said, "Sam, I want you to look me over, mer’s and from there to lock-up. Was his legs from the effects of the wound. I threatened to shoot. Had revolver when others
as
to
persons.]
Left Plummer and Tur
He
still
suffers
from
it,
and
draws
a
pcnI watched in Whitman Agricultural works
and see if you think I am drunk. See if with them until taken to Augusta. Talked
ner in room, and when I went in, found
sion
on
account
of
it.
It
is
sore
and
at
Winthrop.
Had
been
hunting
with
re

this gun is loaded.” Spoke of Hall. I with them frequently.
sensitive, and kicking with his left foot is volver day before Thanksgiving, and old man on floor. Saw no blood. Didn’t
didn’t examine gun. Saw three men
JOSEPH M. CURTIS.
like running a needle into his eye. Hop hadn’t drawn citridges. Saw man, examine him. Thought he was drunk,
near my barn but don’t know who they
kins
has always been a peaceable man, as in kitchen on floor, face down. Said like the rest of us. Haven’t said that 1
Live
in
Richmond.
Know
Hopkins
were.
Was at Plummer’s at night.
saw a person strike Indian. Was in
Think Mr. Hodges was there. Dr. Price and Turner. Saw them on nigh of Dec- many witnesses cat testify. He denies “ Hello, what’s the matter with him?” house three or four minutes, last time.
that
he
told
Lint
about
kicking
the
Indian,
cember
12th.
Saw
Turner
first
in
my
Plummer
said,
“
guess
he
is
drunk.
”
was there. A man laid on the floor face
Didn’t see Mrs. Denney, after she went
down. He laid with one arm outspread, shop,between 8 and 9 P. M. Saw him next and it is safe to say that he never would Hopkins came in porch door. He said into the room; didn’t see her at all.
have
kicked
anything
or
anybody
with
his
at
Husseys.
Hopkins
’
came
ia
a
few
min

something
about
turning
in.
Plummer
and one under him. I took him to be
was at bedroom door, laughing. Got Haven’t said I saw her on lounge. Might
dead sure. I have seen the Indian pass utes after we went in. Saw them next left foct.
The
witness
for
the
defence
having
been
in
front
of
shop,
getting
into
wagon.
Lint
out of bedroom and drove off. have told Isaac Spaulding, that I saw her
my place several times.
sworn,
|
Didn’t go to Sam Lmcaster’s with Hop on lounge. Saw Turner alone near sit
Spaulding.—His hair laid over face. Saw three of them drive down hill. Had
LORENZO II. TURNER
kins. Went to son’s house. (Testimony ting room door first. Saw Denney and
I saw Hopkins at my door. Had been some talk with Hopkins.
wife leave kitchen before I went out. Saw
Testimony
for
State
closed
at
4
:20
p.
called up before. Had seen the Indian
took the stand, and, interrogated by his here corroborated that of others, regard Mrs. Denney when officers took us there.
ing visiting Lancaster’s.) Didn’t knock
counsel, testified at follows:
woman before that time. Can’t say who m.
I went willingly. She identified me as
Counsel for defense, did not wish to
came first to my house. The Indian wo
Am 23 years old, and have lived most down or kick old man. Didn’t attempt to being in house night before. Don’t reman was at my house when I went to open that night, and court adjourned.
of my life in Richmond. At the time of force old woman. Didn’t tell Lint I had memoer of her saying that I had her on
Plummer’s house. She spoke of her hus
the murder, I was boarding with Mrs. C. struck old man. Didn’t hear Hopkins lounge.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
band ; said his throat was cut from ear to
A drenching rain prevented many per M. Trott, who lives on the river road, tell Lint, he had kicked old man. Heard
Ques.—Are these boots yours?
ear ; said so repeatedly.
sons from attending court in the morning ; two and a half miles from Richmond vil no talk of the kind. (Counsel desired
[Witness
is shown them.]
She was at my house twice that night consequently, the room was less crowded lage. Hopkins lived on the same road. witness to put on overcoat he wore that
Ans.—Yes.
evening
and
stand
before
jury.)
Had
on
He
is
generally
called
Jim.
On
the
day
before I went to the Plummer house.
than it has been at any previous time
Think I recollect that she said 1 was
Re-direct.—She said they had killed her during thc trial.
before the murder, I worked at the same suit I have on now. After arrest, the man that killed her husband.
old man ; that a tall man had knocked
Haynes and Dewitt ice house. It. was my shoes and rubber' were taken by offi
Court:—Have been married 14 years.
IN OPENING FOR THE DEFENCE,
half-past five in the afternoon when I cers.
him down and kicked him. Then she
Wife
is living. Married by a trial justice
Cross examined by Cleaves:—Worked
Counsel Heath made a strong argument started for the village. I went there with
said his throat was cut.
of
Boston.
Supposed him to be what he
at
Haynes
&
Devitts
for
two
weeks
pre

for his cliant, Turner. He said that this my team. I wanted to pay a few small
GREENLEAF M. MARSHALL.
was.
vious.
Had been hunting rabbits.
Live in Richmond, about 10 rods north was an indictment for joint murder in the bills that I had promised to settle that day. Didn’t take revolver to protect myself.
Spaulding:—Didn’t know that Turner
first
degree.
The
jury
had
heard
the
As
soon
as
I
got
to
the
village,
I
paid
Of the Plummer house, on same side of the County Attorney define that crime as being
was
tO have old woman, or that he had a
Wasn’t invited to visit Indians. Didn’t
road. There was no houses between. possible when murder was done with ex them. I met Hopkins early in the even know them. Didn’t see Mrs. Francis and revolver.
ing.
He
was
alone.
I
had
made
no
Was at home on night of the murder.
CHARLES O. SMITH.
malice. He (Counsel) apprehended agreement to meet him. I went with him girl in room. Don’t remember Hopkins’
About IT o’clock, three men came to my press
Live in Auburn. * Work in saw mill.
that before this case was ended, it would first, to Smith’s dry goods store, next to talk. Tlnuk old man was alive when I
house. Hopkins said to Turner, "You be shown that there was no express malice
went in. Old man and woman, and Knew Denney in Oldtown 25 years ago.
go to the front door and I’ll go to the on the part of his cIient. If, by any Jewett’s, and finally, to Wyman’s saloon. Francis had gone up stairs when Hopkins
[Question as to woman’s reputation
We
drank
cherry
rum
at
Wyman
’
s.
I
back door.” I stood on platform and had possibility, the latter was found guilty,
went out. Mrs. Francis and girl went was objected to.]
drank,
perhaps,
two
Ounces.
Lint
was
a gun. Turner urged Hopkins to go the jury would never base such a verdict
first, then old man and woman, then Lint.
Dont know her general reputation as to
home. Turner called my attention away on the grounds of express malice. The not with us then. Soon after, we had Hopkins and Lint went out doors. Plum chastity, among public. Never heard re
some
cherry
and
Medford
rum,
mixed.
and then Hopkins grabbed the gun. Slate might ask it, the Attorney General,
mer and I were in the kitchen. I went marks as to her chastity.
While Hopkins stood there, he said, "I’ll in an effort to do what he believed to be We then walked up town, and I left Hop to Indian’s room. Denney was on bed ;
kins
at
the
Lake
block.
AU.
this
time
my
FRANK A. CHASE.
take this gun and carry it to Judge Hall.” his duty, might demand it, but the thing
horse 'was’ hitched in front of Smith’s old woman sat on bed. Left door ajar
Didn’t say anything about going into my was impossible.
Am
in
grocery
business in Auburn.
store. I met Hopkins again in about an when I went in. After Denney replied
house. I had been abed that night.
Knew
Denney
in
Lewiston,
years ago.
to
wife
in
Indian
language,
she
offered
to
But the statute declares that if there be
Court.—Didn’t ask him what he was a murder of second degree, and the crime hour. In the meantime I had visited go. When she started, he took me by They stopped near store. Don’t know
Wyman
’
s
and
had
drank
two
more
glasses
there for, or what he wanted.
of rape be added, then it becomes murder
cherry rum. I didn’t ride down from collar. I struck him, and we went out. her reputation for truth, among her ac
Heath.—Gun wasn’t loaded. The last in the first degree. In the present case, of
Denney offered no mure violence after I quaintances. [Objected to.]
I saw of it, Hopkins passed it to Lint. the defence would rest on no technical the Lake block with Hopkins. We went struck him. Don’t know that she saw
Here the defence examined thc follow
into
Wyman
’
s
and
drank
again.
Hopkins
Have not received gun yet. Saw it at the "rounds. Under all circumstances, it was
ing
witnesses, as to the general character
and I went in, and Lint, who was with me strike him. I had hold of her arm.
inquest.
the duty of a counsel to stand by his us, drove my team down to the Southard Didn’t know Old woman or her age. If and reputation of the prisoners.
Edward T. Emmons, A. W. Smith,
CHAS. II. IIODGES.
client, but in some cases, more was re- block while I was in the saloon. Hopkins I struck Plummer’s door, it tn t st have
Alvin R. Merriman, Mary E. Trott,
been
by
staggering
against
it.
Didn
’
t
see
quired
than
the
dead
code
of
professional
and
I
drank
one
glass
each.
Jim
Was acting as Deputy-Sheriff, in Saga
John A. Ficket, Frank Dole, J II. Smith,
dahoc county, on the night of murder. duty. In the present instance, the prison (Hopkins) bought a bottle of liquor, I old man, on way up st.iirs. Didn’t know Wm. H. Winslow, Chas. F. Reed, Geo.
Am coroner in Richmond.. Was sent for er was not on trial for drunkenness or believe. Left Wyman’s and went out and the way. Had revolver in pocket. Car Newell, Edwin Totman, Trundy Shep
about 10 minutes past 12, to go to Plum rape, but for murder. Upon such an inquired where my team was. I soon ter answered my demand for admittance. hard, Jeremiah Thornton, Geo. Jackson,
mers. A messenger came to my house. indictment, the prisoners might reasonably found Lint ; in three or four minutes. A Thought young Indian hail struck me,and Fred Blanchard, I. L. Spaulding. Want
I't was rough going and we walked up hope, and his counsel conscientiously ask bundle belonging to Hopkins, was gone was up there. Called for Joe. They of space prevents giving details of this
with officer Morang. We found person an acquittal. There had been no conspira from wagon. Wc linked around and told me I couldn’t see him. I) >n’t re- testimony. The substance of it will be
lying on his face, across two butts. cy between the prisoners in this case. found it in about twenty minutes. Lint •meinber threatening: to use revolver. found in arguments of counsel.*
Believe no One was in house then. Put They had been engaged in no common and I then went to Hussey’s, for a drink. Didn’t tell Carter I wanted to see his girl.
LEWIS HOPKINS.
on my glasses, took a light and examiued purpose to commit any sort of crime. Hopkins sat in tvagon. We got whiskey. Told them my name was Turner ; don’t
Live in Wayne. Am father of L. E.
his face. Saw marks On face and called He (Counsel) could satisfy the jury that Think we drank once. At first he was remember saying my name was Charles
Hopkins. Have had conversation with
officer’s attentiOn to them. Officer Mo no rape had been committed. Turner had afraid to let us have it. Hopkins came in White.
Court:—Why did you want to get at Lint since murder. It was Saturday
rang examined his pnlsc ; I did not. He always borne a good character, his chief as wc went out; were there five minutes
after the murder, next day after I came
was apparently dead.
Went to Mr. fault having been a tendency to drink to after he came in. Then Lint and I got young Indian?
ILAncss;—Thought ho struck me. to Richmond. The children sent for me
Lancaster’s house; engaged his son to excess. He had never been before thc into wagon. Repkins gut in when I
(Continued on 2d page )
take ollicer to village to send Dr. Price courts for any offence,but was a peaceable, turned horse. Askel officer Newell to let Hate had hair cut since that night.

TRIED FOR MURDER I

